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Southern
quake
rattles
region
ATLANTA (AP) — A rare
Southern earthquake rattled windows and woke people from western North Carolina to south
Alabama early this morning, but
there were no reports of serious
damage.
The 4.9 magnitude quake was
centered near the Alabama-Georgia
line, not far from Fort Payne, Ala. It
was felt in seven states, according
to the U.S. Geological Survey.
"We have not heard of any damage. It was certainly felt by large
numbers of people" said John
Minsch, a geophysicist with the
U.S. Geological Survey.
Butch
spokesman
USGS
Kinemey in Reston, Va. said the last
earthquake reported in the region
was on Dec. 8, 2001, with a magnitude of 3.9 towards the Huntsville,
Ala. area.
"At 4.9, you're getting into good
shaking territory," Kinerney said.
"Some people might have some
China and glasses broken."
He said the earthquake was centered near Interstate 59 in Alabama,
"not too far from the border."
"That area between Alabama,
Tennessee and Georgia has been
subject to a handful of small earthquakes over the last century," he
said. "There is a small plate that
runs a diagonal line... almogt the
same as 1-59 does. There have been
some very small earthquakes but
nothing significant, so it is pretty
unusual," ICinerney said.
In Atlanta, about 160 miles
away, the 5 a.m. quake moved dishes and pictures on shelves.
"My whole house shook, I could
feel the whole wave go north to
south," said Barry Goodno, a
Georgia Tech structural engineering
professor who specializes in earthquakes. "Everything was rattling
through the room. It was not what I
expected in Georgia.
"It's the kind of motion that
could weaken structures or cause
further damage," Goodno said. "It's
not something to be overlooked.
This could be a precursor, it could
be a one-time release of energy, it
could be an indication of things to
come for several weeks."
The earthquake was felt in sever-
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Police looking
for robber
suspect here
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Kentucky State Police are searching for a man who allegedly robbed a
Murray woman in her home Sunday evening.
Leslie Dugger, 21, Murray, reported a robbery at her home on Oak Hill
Drive at approximately 11 p.m. Sunday. Dugger told officers a black male
wearing a red bandana and carrying a gun knocked on her door, entered
home and then demanded money.
Dugger told police that when she told the man she didn't have any
money, he held a gun to her head and forced her to walk him around the
house in search for money.
Dugger said the man then collected the phones in the house and made her
lie down on the floor and count to 200. The suspect then fled the house in
an unknown direction, taking only the phones with him.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office assisted KSP at the scene of the
alleged incident, and an investigation is continuing by KSP Trooper Ryan
Dawson.

Chase nabs
Mayfield man

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
photo

ON THE MOVE ... MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens Center Executive
Kelleher,
Eric
Director
above,
carries several
cushions from a couch that
was driven from the center's
former location at the St.
Church
Catholic
Leo's
Parish Center to its new
home at the rebuilt George
Weeks Community Center
on Poplar Street Monday
morning. At right, personnel
with Need Line began the
process of moving the
agency's belongings to the
Weaks Center and noted the
move with signs.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A pursuit of a possible drunk
driver near Mayfield Monday ended
in a foot chase on a street in Murray.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Tim Sales was driving south on Ky.
121 North to the south of Mayfield
just before midnight Monday when
he observed a possible drunk driver.
Sales attempted to stop the vehicle,
but it continued southbound on Ky.
121 into Calloway County.

KNOXVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — All the winners in the Tennessee Valley Authority's student investors' program lost money last year,
but they outperformed the market and the
pros.
Budding financiers at Murray State
University in Murray, Ky., had the best return
in 2002 with a 3.1 percent loss.
Tennessee State University in Nashville
was second with a minus 11.4 percent return,
and the University of Tennessee at Knoxville
was third at negative 12.5 percent.

National Day of
Prayer activiti
are planned
Activities for the 52nd National Day of Prayer will be held Th
May 1, at both Murray State University and downtown around t
Calloway County Courthouse.
The MSU prayer time will take place at 7:30 a.m. in the walk ar
between the Curris Center's main entrance and the Industry &
Technology Building.
. Another prayer service will be held at the court house location fro .
2:15-12:45 p.m.
The theme for this year's event, "Righteousness Exalts A Nation"'
taken from Proverbs 14:34 which reads, -Righteousness exalts a nati
but sin is a disgrace to any people."
,
4
Proclamations have been signed by both President Bush and Keiatuc4
Gov. Paul Patton marking the day as National Day of Prayer.

Yet TVA, which has placed about $8 million from its nuclear decommissioning fund in
the hands of students from 24 universities participating in the Investment Challenge exercise, was delighted.
"It has been a very difficult and very
volatile period in the performance of the markets," TVA chief financial officer David Smith
said."But nevertheless the students have beaten the market?
A key Wall'Speet barometer, the Standard
& Poor's 500 aidex, fell 22.1 percent in 2002.

By comparison, the students' portfolio
dropped 20.4 percent.
TVA's professional fund managers didn't
fare as well as the students, yielding a return
of minus 21.4 percent. That explains in part
why the fund TVA created in 1996 to one day
pay for retiring its nuclear plants was about
$363 million short of its goal in April at $518
million.
"I am really proud of our kids, they worked
really hard for that," said Dr. Larry Guin, a
finance professor and faculty adviser for the

Jr. Food Mart #4
1302 Main St. • Murray

program at Murray State.
"More than anything, we are using what we
call the value-tilt approach, which is an
attempt to identify undervalued companies but
with a tilt towards earnings," he said.
"We don't have many high fliers in the
portfolio," he said of a stock mix that included Chicago Bridge & Iron, Ti Maxx and
Dollar General."If you look at the portfolio, it
is pretty dull, but the companies perform quite

•See Page 2

Bigger really is better for new Angel's Attic location
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
There's expansion, and then
there's E-X-P-A-N-S-1-0-N.
While even most for-profit businesses would be happy with a few
extra feet of room, Murray's nonprofit Angel's Attic Thrift Shop has
hit a bonanza, moving from a building with approximately 900 square
feet of space to a location with nearly 13,000.
Angel's Attic was originally
started by Murray's St. John
Episcopal Church at 628 Main St. in
July 2002. The thrift store now
donates all of its proceeds to the
Angels Community Clinic, a free
healthcare clinic in Murray, and has
seven different churches represented on its board of directors.
The store finished moving into

its new location at 972 Chestnut St.,
sandwiched between Pagliai's Pizza
Restaurant and
and
Italian
Sammons' Bakery, over the weekend and was to be open for business
beginning today from noon-5 p.m.
every Tuesday-Friday.
Donna Herndon, who serves as
vice chair of the Angel's Attic
board, said the store outgrew its
original location within its first
month of operation, meaning this
move has been in consideration
since nearly the store's inception.
"This has been a long time coming," she said Monday."We've been
trying to get moved for four
months."
The new building affords the
store more storage space, which is

II See Page 2

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo

SETTING UP ... Angels Attic Thrift Store volunteer Martha Hale
sorts clothes at the store's new location on Chestnut Street
Monday morning.
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MSU investors see best return in TVA program
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Kentucky Lottery

According to the KSP release,
the pursuit continued until the vehicle pulled onto Chris Drive in
Murray. At that point, the driver of
the vehicle, 26-year-old Tony Ray
Nave of Mayfield. and an unnamed
passenger attempted to flee on foot.
After being apprehended, Nave
was taken to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for treatment of an
injury to his hip that he received
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Chandler touts judge-exec endorsements
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
Flanked by county judge-executives, Attorney General Ben
Chandler said 42 Democrats in that
position have pledged support for
his gubernatorial bid.
With nearly three weeks to go
until the May 20 prim(u-y, Chandler
said support from the county officials should help his campaign.
Chandler promised the county officials that, as governor, he would
work to prevent unfunded mandates
on local governments.
"We've got support all across the
state from many of the leaders in
Kentucky," Chandler said Monday.
"We believe it shows momentum."
- Twenty-five county judge-executives gathered behind Chandler at
his campaign headquarters in
Frankfort. Tommy Turner, Larue
County judge-executive, said 18
Democrats in that position in other
counties have said they will remain
neutral during the primary.
Nearly 75 percent of Democratic
county judge-executives who say
they will endorse a candidate have
settled on Chandler. Turner said.
Among those is Calloway County

Fletcher wants quick review by

Supreme Court
FRANKFORT, Ky. , AP) — Ernie Fletcher's attorneys Monday asked
the Kentucky Supreme Court to take a case in which
a rival seeks to have Fletcher barred from the ballot
for the Republican gubernatorial primary.
Otherwise, the case seems destined to drag on for
weeks, perhaps well beyond the May 20 election.
The case is pending at the intermediate Court of
Appeals following a circuit court ruling that Fletcher
is a bona fide candidate and can remain on the ballot.
Bob Heleringer, running mate of gubernatorial
rival Steve Nunn, claims Fletcher is not a legal canFletcher
:,1(ite because his original slate mate, Hunter Bates.
dui not meet constitutional residency requirements. Fletcher has since
picked a new running mate, former federal prosecutor Steve Pence.

III Location ...
From Front

,iided

COUNTY WIDE ... Several Kentucky county judge-executives have endorsed Ben Chandler, center, in the Democratic gubernatorial primary.
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.
Still, there are other Democratic
county judge-executives in the state

who have not endorsed Chandler for
various reasons, said
Mark
Nicholas. a spokesman for House

Speaker Jody Richards. About two
dozen county judge-executives support Richards.

the best three-year performers,
respectively.
well.
UT-Knoxville had the best threeTVA awarded prizes of $15,000, year performance — a 3.2 percent
$10.000 and $5,000 to the best one- annualized profit — followed by
year performers in 2002, and prizes Murray State at minus 3 percent and
of $20,000, $15,000 and $10,000 to Mississippi University for Women

at minus 5.1 percent.
"The prize money is nice," Guin
said, "but it is the education that is
important."
TVA, a self-financing government corporation, provides electricity to 158 distributors serving 8.3

million people in Tennessee,
Kentucky, Alabama, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Virginia and
Georgia. The Investment Challenge
program is offered to universities
within TVA's service area.

III TVA ...
From Front

fidowahoires

fortunate since store manager Joan
Smith is able to point to literally
hundreds of trash bags piled in the
back of the new location containing
items that have yet to be sorted. On
top of that. Smith said there is also
a tractor trailer full of items and
leftover items from Murray's upcoming City-Wide Yard Sale should
bring even more items to the store
— all of which is okay by her.
"The only thing I know that we
really don't want is a mattress and
pillows," Smith said. "Other than
that, we'll take just about anything."
Herndon said the new location
will eventually afford the store the
luxury of setting up a boutique area.
Changing rooms, a jewelry counter
and a small activities area for children are already in place.
To get to the point of being able
to open, though. Smith said some
major work had to be done at the
new location. Luckily, she said,
most of it was done for free.
"Just about everything that's
been done has been volunteer

•Chase ...
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Summer school is being offered
for Calloway County High School
students. It will be offered from
June 12-27, beginning at 8 a.m. and
ending at 2:30 p.m. for those taking
two classes.
Due to rennovation at the high
school, classes will be at Southwest
Elementary.
Summer school is only offered to
make up classes students have
already had. One class or two can be
made up over the summer.
Interested students should sign
up in the CCHS guidance office by
Thursday, May I. For more infor-mation, call 762-7374. ext. 151.

Call Freedom Fest Headquarters (270-759-21991 for information on sponsorship benefits. Send form and donation
to Freedom Fest, PO Box 321 Murray, KY 42071.
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Phone No.
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jumping over a fence during the
foot chase.
A KSP report said officers found
marijuana along Nave's path of
travel. He is being charged with
first-degree fleeing and evading;
possession of drug paraphernalia
(second offense or greater); possession of marijuana; speeding; no
operator's license; driving under
the influence; driving side-to-side
on the roadway; failure to illuminate headlights; reckless driving;
improper passing; failure to yield
right-of-way at an intersection; and
disregarding a stop sign.
Nave was admitted to MCCH
overnight, but was expected to be
released sometime today. Once he
leaves the hospital, the release stated, he will be lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
KSP was -assisted by the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office,
the Murray Police Department, the
Graves
County
Sheriff's
Department, the Mayfield Police
Department,
Murray
State
University Public Safety and the
Murray-Calloway
County
Ambulance Service.

Company Name
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Address
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work," she said. "We had Class D
felons do the painting on the walls,
and then we've had electrical and
plumbing work and everything
donated."
While a thrift store does sell
items for money, Smith said Angel's
Attic does give items away for free
to victims of fire who are left without the essentials they need.
"We try to give them whatever
they need," she said. "Everybody
needs dishes and sheets and things
like that."
Another need is volunteers.
Herndon said more volunteers to
work at the store are urgently needed. Those interested in volunteering
at the Angel's Attic can contact
Smith at 762-0505.

Deadline for inclusion in
Freedom Fest publications is April 30
I.
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Troops retaliate against protesters
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — U.S.
soldiers fired on protesters in a town
west of Baghdad after some crowd
members shot at the troops, a U.S.
officer said today. A local hospital
director said 13 Iraqis were killed
and 75 injured.
U.S. officials also announced
that one of Saddam Hussein's top
advisers, who served as oil minister
and earlier headed Iraq's top-secret
missile program, had surrendered.
Amer Mohammed Rashid, known to
U.N. weapons inspectors as the
"Missile Man," was ranked 47th on
the U.S. most-wanted list of 55
members of Saddam's inner circle.
The shooting took place Monday
night in the town of Fallujah, about
30 miles west of Baghdad. Col.
Arnold Bray of the 82nd Airborne
Division, who gave the U.S. account
of the clash, said at least seven
Iraqis were hit by gunfire but could
not confirm the reported deaths.
The U.S. troops were headquartered in a schoolhouse, and some of
the protesters fired at the building,
Bray said. Some residents said the
demonstrators were protesting U.S.
troops' presence in the town; others
said the main complaint was the soldiers' use of the schoolhouse.
Some residents told the Arab television channel Al-Jazeera that

demonstrators threw stones but did
not fire guns, while other residents
contended most of the protesters
were students between the ages of 5
and 20. Bray insisted some of them
were armed; "Ask them which kind
of schoolboys carry AK-47s," he
said.
Dr. Ahmed Ghanim al-Ali, director of Fallujah General Hospital,
said there were 13 dead, including
three boys no older than 10. He said
his medical crews were shot at when
they went to retrieve the injured.
Edtesam Shamsudeim, 37, said
her 45-year-old brother died in the
gunfire. She was shot in the leg and
her husband was wounded.
"We were sitting in our house.
When the shooting started, my husband tried to close the door to keep
the children in, and he was shot,"
she said at the hospital. "Americans
are criminals."
surrendered
who
Rashid,
Monday, is a former general who
oversaw Iraq's top-secret missile
programs before becoming oil minister.
Fallujah is in a predominantly
Sunni Muslim area that provided
strong support for Saddam's Baath
Party.
Rashid is married to Dr. Rihab
Taha, a microbiologist known as

"Dr. Germ" who was in charge of
the secret Iraqi facility that
weaponized anthrax and other toxic
substances. She also Is sought by the
United States, and her house in
Baghdad was raided by U.S. forces
last month, but there was no word
on her whereabouts.
Seeking to curtail looting and
lawlessness in Baghdad, the U.S.
Army announced that it will deploy
up to 4,000 additional military
police and infantrymen over the
next 10 days.
U.S. Maj. Gen. Glenn Webster,
the deputy comminder of U.S.
ground forces, outlined the plans
during a meeting Tuesday with
about 50 Baghdad residents to discuss law and order.
He said U.S. soldiers have
detained more than 5,000 lawbreaking Iraqis, including looters, in two
holding facilities in Baghdad. At
another ceremony, Maj. Vincent
Crabb, the U.S. liaison to Iraqi
police, said joint patrols have
detained 1,000 more looters, who
are being held in Iraqi jails for 48
hours. He said 13 people had been
detained for more serious crimes.
As part of the security initiative,
U.S. forces are broadcasting
detailed instructions to Baghdad residents. Among the directives:

People cannot be in the streets from
11 p.m. to 6 a.m.; government
employees must return to their jobs.
all members of Saddiun's Baath
Party must identify themselves to
coalition forces; and hospitals must
stay open 24 hours a day.
In London, curators from some
of the world's major museums met
to draft a recovery plan for Iraq's
pillaged art works. Organized by the
British Museum and UNESCO, the
meeting drew experts from the
Louvre in Paris, New York's
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Russia's Hermitage and the Berlin
Museums.
They were hearing a report from
British Museum Near East curator
John Curtis, who returned Mondar
after a week in Iraq, and from Iraqi
Donny George, director of research
at the looted National Museum in
Baghdad.
Thousands of items, some dating
more than 6,000 years, were stolen
from Iraq's National Museum in
Baghdad and other cultural institutions.
The commander of U.S.-led
forces in Iraq, Gen. Tommy Franks,
said Monday that over the weekend.
U.S. forces began broadcasting
radio announcements offering
rewards for looted art.
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FireLog
Murray Fire Departmant
• Three trucks and 22 firefighters responded to a report of a structure
fire at 308 N 10th St. Monday at 8:25 p.m. Upon firefighters arnval,
smoke could be seen coming from inside the residence The resident
had used a dry powder fire extinguisher to put most of the fire out After
the rest of the fire was put out, combustible materials inside the residence were taken outside and hosed down.
— Information gathered from reports
logs and citations from respective agencies

TownCrier
The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• On Tuesday and Wednesday. April 29-30, the phone system in the
Calloway Circuit Clerk's office will be down, according to clerk Vicki Wilson
The phones will be down while the system is changed to a new program

Open conversation held
about war, democracy
at Paducah site tonight
PADUCAH, Ky. — "War and Democracy: An Open Conversation on
Peaceful Change" lecture will be held tonight at 7 in Crounse Hall at
Paducah Community College.
Speakers include William Schell and Jamie Whidden, Murray State history professors, and Margie Parker with the Peace Coalition of Carbondale.
An open conversation will follow.

Final U.S. MIA soldier confirmed dead

•Quake ...
about the tremor.
A caller told a Louisville radio
al Kentucky counties, but there station the tremor was felt at West
were no injuries or property dam- Point near the Ohio River.
age, according to Kentucky
Carolyn Parker of Gadsden, Ala.,
Emergency says the earthquake lasted about 45
of
Division
Ray seconds and woke her up.
Director
Management
Bowman.
"At first I thought it was like
"We've received reports from thunder," she told WSB-TV. "Then
south-central Kentucky that they've it was a lot heavier. It rattled the
at least felt it," Bowman said. "We windows.
had area managers poll 911 centers
"My husband jumped out of bed.
just to make sure there was no dam- He said he thought it was like the
age and we found none."
end of the world or something. He
Kentucky State police at ran outside."
Columbia received calls from resiNick Jebeles of Remlap, Ala.,
Clinton, said the earthquake frightened him
Russell,
of
dents
Cumberland, Metcalfe and Wayne and his wife, who were sound
counties from people who felt the asleep.
quake.
"It was rattling our dresser and
Georgia Edwards, the radio room woke me and my wife," Jebeles
supervisor at the Columbia post, said. "I went out on my back porch
said most people reported feeling because I thought it was a tornado,
the tremor from seven to eight sec- but the weather was fine."
onds.
The largest earthquake ever
Residents of Whitley and recorded in Alabama was magniMcCreary counties called state tude 4.9 in 1997, centered in south
police at the London post to find out Alabama's Escambia County._

From Front

LOS FRESNOS, Texas (AP) —
Over the Easter holiday, the family
of Army Spc. Edward John
Anguiano gathered in this south
Texas town, holding out hope that
the last missing soldier in Iraq
would be found alive.
The Pentagon dashed those hopes
Sunday when officials confirmed
that a set of remains found in Iraq
last week was that of Anguiano, who
had been traveling with the 507th
Maintenance Company when their

convoy was ambushed March 23.
"We will never forget the deeds
of this brave young man," U.S. Rep.
Solomon P. Ortiz, D-Corpus Christi,
said Monday. "The spirit and memories of Edward Anguiano will
always be among us, to inspire us
and remind us of the sacrifices of
war."
The slain soldier's mother, San
Juanita Anguiano, "is very sad. She
was not expecting him to be found
dead," said the soldier's aunt, Maria
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Seven of the dead soldiers found
Anguiano.
Edward Anguiano, 24, was a during Lynch's rescue were memmechanic in the 3rd Infantry bers of the 507th. An eighth was a
Combat Support Battalion out of soldier from a forward support
Fort Stewart, Ga. He was traveling group of the Army's 3rd Infantry
with the 507th when it was attacked. Division.
The Defense Department said
Nine soldiers were killed and six, all
with the 507th, were taken prisoner. Anguiano's body was found
One prisoner, Pfc. Jessica Lynch, Thursday.
Anguiano, a 1998 graduate of
was rescued April I. Five other soldiers were released April 13 and Hanna High School, enlisted in the
returned to the United States on Army two years ago.
April 19.
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who went to ground
during the Iraq war.
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Washington Today

A sensitive position
By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — North
Korea seems today to have crept
closer to a crisis by claiming it has,
and might test, a more potent
nuclear arsenal than the Amencans
thought it had.
Even if the country's declaration
were nothing more than bluster, it
presents a dilemma for the Bush
administration. And it shows that,
the success in Iraq notwithstanding,
the United States is unlikely to
resort to drastic measures to take
out the nuclear bombs.
"You could have a precision
strike. You could invade. You could
have a NATO blockade," said Lee
Hamilton, a former chairman of the
House International Relations
Committee and now director of the
Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars.
"But all these things risk some
chaos in the area — starvation of
civilians, heavy casualties on both
sides. It would not be Afghanistan,
and it would not be Iraq."
Talks broke down in Beijing last
week over North Korea's nuclear
assertions. President Bush said
North Korean President Kim Jong
II was simply playing "the old
blackmail game."
White House spokesman An
Fleischer explained the disparate
treatment given North Korea and
Iraq, where Bush sent close to
200,000 troops to bring down
President Saddam Hussein's government.
"Because you deal with a threat
through military action in one
region of the world does not automatically mean you must deal with
it the same way in a different part
of the world," Fleischer said last
week.
In other words, said Cato
Institute scholar Doug Bandow, you
do not idly rattle sabers at a foe that
can fire missiles at thousands of
American soldiers on the demarcation line between North and South
Korea and devastate its neighbor
and your ally, South Korea, in the
process.
"Even if the North Koreans didn't launch their military in terms of
an armed invasion, they could use
artillery and Scuds to hit Seoul,"
the South Korean capital, Bandow
said.
"It would risk a retaliatory spiral
that could lead to full-scale war.
This possibility requires the United
States to look at the Korean peninsula very differently than it looked
at Iraq," he said.
So rather than move down the

road to war, the administration has
pulled back to consult with allies
about penalties against North
Korea. It is a move that North
Korea once considered tantamount
to declaring war but may now
entertain for the sake of its survival,
said Don Oberdorfer, an East Asia
specialist at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International
Studies.
"There are some in North Korea
who believe that the only way to
survive in this situation is to have
the strongest possible military
machine, including the production
of nuclear weapons," Oberdorfer
said.
"Others, who do not seem dominant right now, believe negotiation
or diplomacy with the United States
and others could give them confidence that the United States will
not threaten them or attack them."
One factor is Iraq.
North Korea looked at Saddam's
fall and saw that offering talks with
the United States could buy more
time for the North's nuclear pursuits.
"The North is brilliant at mixing
conciliation and provocation. If you
worry about the United States
potentially attacking you, you say,
'Well, we're willing to talk.' You
slow the process down. You stall,"
Bandow said.
"The North Koreans have far
more at stake. We worry about
them shooting at us, but they know
they'd be wiped from the face of
the Earth. They're embattled,
they're isolated, they're impoverished, they're starving. They are
dealing with their survival."
The administration has not
decided what to do about its broken
discussion with North Korea. It
seems content to leave it on the
short list of countries that are candidates for Bush's policy of striking
first against potential enemies.
Despite that, Hamilton said, the
makings of a deal are there.
North Korea would assure, and
independent inspectors would verify, that it has stopped making
nuclear weapons and is not shipping nuclear materials to unfriendly
states or terror groups. In exchange,
the United States would promise
security and aid.
"Getting there is very tough,"
Hamilton said. "It will take a long
time, difficult negotiations and
more threats before we get there."

Keeping pets safe from abuse

It was years ago, but I remember the chill that
went up my spine when I heard Mary Lou
Tomalin had finally left her husband. No one
except Mary Lou had liked
him in the first place. Even
during their engagement, he
was surly, short-tempered,
and a two-fisted drinker.
After the marriage, Mary
Lou became increasingly isolated from her friends. When
she did show up at parties
and other get-togethers, she
was often wearing long
Main Street sleeves
and sunglasses,
By Constance regardless of the weather or
.
Alexander
time of day.
.
Ledger & Times
This graceful young
Columnist
woman whoid been a
majorette in high school was,
suddenly clumsy. She
explained every bruise with self-deprecating
accounts of bumping into doors or tripping on
the stairs, as if with the wedding vows, she'd
somehow been transformed into a first-class
klutz.
Mary Lou kept up the pretense for nearly two
years, defending her partner, lying about how
she suffered at his hands. Friends and family
tried to convince her to leave, but she wouldn't
hear of it — until he killed her dog with his bare
hands.
In those days, spouse abuse went largely
ignored, and the connection between pet abuse
and spouse abuse was not on societyfs radar
screen. Today, however, our awareness is heightened, but the statistics still take your breath
away:
•21% of intentional animal cruelty cases also
involve family violence, according to the
Sonya Ross has covered national Humane Society of the U.S.
and international affairsfor The
• More than 85% of pet-owning women
Associated Press since 1992.
entering crisis shelters mentioned incidents of

pet abuse.
• One in four women will not leave an abusive home for fear the family pet will be harmed
if left behind.
Because we live in a community that caresfor families and children, people in Calloway
County have access to a program called PetSafe,
which helps victims of domestic violence and
their pets. This pilot project provides temporary
shelter for animals when a family member is in
the Paducah Women Aware Shelter or other
"safe" housing which cannot accept cats or dogs.
According to Terry Derting, who works with
the volunteers who support this program, animals from these at-risk families will be taken
care of for 30 days. "Lots of people won't leave
an abusive relationship because they can't take
the pet with them," Derting explains.
"The fear of leaving an animal behind keeps
them from going because the pet is often abused
too."
Like so many outreach efforts in Calloway
County, PetSafe is made possible through a
cooperative arrangement that includes the county
Humane Society, the county Domestic Violence
Coalition, Women Aware, Inc., and the Purchase
Area Domestic Violence Center. Area veterinarians and a host of volunteers, including Calloway
County High School's Beta Club, are lending
helping hands.
Currently, PetSafe is a pilot project.
Brochures are being distributed, volunteers are
being recruited, and a tv commercial is getting
the word out on local cable channels.
Renae Duncan, chair of the Psychology
Department at Murray State University and
Humane Society board member, is featured in
the ad. Her interest in promoting PetSafe stems
from a mix of personal and professional concerns.
"In abusive situations," Renae declares,"a
woman becomes isolated. Often she turns to a
pet for nurturance. Threatening to hurt the pet

becomes a tool in the hands of the abuser. Such
threats are a way for offenders to take control,
and keep a woman from leaving because she
knows he'll go through with it."
Dr. Duncan also points out that violence
toward animals is a well-documented predictor
of potential for deviant violent behavior, and that
the link between serial killers and a history of
animal abuse is also widely known. A littleknown fact, the department chair states, is that
all the school shooters also had a history of animal abuse.
PetSafe's origins go back to 1997. when
Humane Society board member Kathy Cohen
attended a conference in Nashville uii the links
between domestic violence and animal abuse.
She describes her ride home after that intensive
session like this: "Half the time I was in tears
and the other half I was inspired."
Ms. Cohen shared the information with others
on the Humane Society board and in 1999, they
hosted their own conference on the topic. Since
then, the group began planning and building
coalitions of support to launch the PetSafe pilot.
Shawn Maxwell, owner of Tenders, an inhouse pet care service, applauds the cooperative
efforts. "PetSafe can only be successful if people
know about it. The brochures, posters and articles in the paper can help," she says, "but wordof-mouth is really important too."
April is not only National Poetry Month; it is
also Animal Cruelty Prevention Month. May 410 is Be Kind to Animals Week. The timing is
right to do a good deed by passing the word on
about PetSafe. For more information contact the
Women Aware Office in Murray at 270-7592373.
Read Main Street online at www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
cacalexander@hotmaiLcom.

The Scott Peterson Conundrum
The arrest of Scott Peterson by
Modesto, Calif., police on charges
that he murdered his wife. Laci,
and their
"unborn child"
presents some
interesting legal
questions
beyond his guilt
or innocence.
Prosecutors
say Peterson is
being charged
with double
Cal's
murder so they
Thoughts can seek the
By Cal Thomas death penalty.
Syndicated
The California
Columnist
Penal Code lists
"special citcumstances"
murders, defining that to include
the murder of more than one person by the same individual.
The definition of "murder" is
"the crime of unlawfully killing a
person"(Webster's Ninth
Collegiate Dictionary). Definitions
will be important in this case
No one would deny that Laci
Peterson was a person under the
law. But what about the unborn
child/baby/fetus/product of conception she was carrying? In order

to make the "special circumstances" part of the law stick and
allow the state to seek the death
penalty under its provision, that
entity Laci Peterson was carrying
would have to be deemed a "person" under the same legal definition that applies to her.
It is here that the dictionary and
the law part company. The dictionary defines a "person" as "a human
being: individual." But the
Supreme Court has rewritten that
to assign personhood (and thus the
law's protection) only after the
redefined baby is born and takes
its first breath. There are some
who wish to withhold personhood
until the child can be given certain
Als to make sure it "measures up"
and has the potential for contributing to, not taking from, society.
But that will come later, after the
proper social conditioning has
been achieved.
Laci Peterson was eight months
pregnant when she disappeared last
Christmas. Nearly all babies can
survive outside the womb at that
point in their development. The
last few weeks before birth allow
the baby to increase in size. Police
say when she and the baby were
found, the baby (already named

Connor) was apart from his mother, though the umbilical cord was
still attached to him. By some legal
definitions, Connor should then be
considered a person because he
was outside the womb, or at least
"viable." By others, he might have
been required to take a breath
before the law would protect him.
In reporting Scott Peterson's
arrest last Saturday. the Associated
Press found itself in a rhetorical
conundrum. At first it used the
generic word "bodies" to refer to
Laci Peterson and the child. Then
it referred to "infant son" and later
"fetus" and "biological child" and,
still later in the story, "the couple's
baby."
From the statements of family
members, Laci Peterson wanted
her baby, but her desire did not
confer personhood on the child,
according to court rulings. A
woman can legally kill her baby
until the child's body has fully
emerged from her body. But if
Laci Peterson wanted her baby, can
the law be on her side and impose
the ultimate penalty on the one
who illegally took that child's life?
The answer to that question will
make this trial compelling beyond
whatever other facts emerge.

two dozen states, including
California, have adopted "fetal
homicide" statutes. Prosecutors
have often sought double homicide
charges when an unborn baby is
killed.
An indication of the predicament faced by pro-choicers came
from the head of the National
Organization for Women's Morris
County, N.J., chapter, Mavra Star,
who said, "If this is murder, well,
then any time a late-term fetus is
aborted, they should call it murder."
Some do, but the law doesn
though it once did.
If Scott Peterson is convicted of
double murder and sentenced to
die, that will mean a California
court will have determined that the
second victim in this case was, in
'fact, a person before the-Taw.
File photo
See what I mean about this
The Peterson case is going to be being an interesting case?
a tough one for the pro-choice
lobby. They have a special interest
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours
in limiting the definition of "per"on Fox News Channel Saturdays
son "to those already born. Any
at II p.m. ET Direct all MAILfor
jury is likely to be sympathetic to
Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
the dead woman and her dead baby Services, 435 N. Michigan Aye,
and reject a political argument.
Suite 1500, Chicago, III. 60611.
The prochoice lobby will jump
Readers may also leave e-mail at
into this case at its peril. More than wivw.calthomas.com.
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Deaths
Kip L. Verwey

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

Memorial set es for Kip L. Verwey will be today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m.
in the chapel of lines-Miller Funeral Home. Kenneth Morris will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Stewart Cemetery.
& Crematory
FUNERAL HOME
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4-30 to 5 p.m. today
753-7000
753-8888
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray Hospice, 803 Poplar
Mrs. Georgia Mae Gibson
Mrs. Georgia Mae Gibson, 64, Meadowbrook, Ill., died Monday, April St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Verwey, 55, Murray, died Saturday, April 26, 2003, at 7:50 p.m. at
28, 2003, at her home.
A licensed practical nurse at Maryville Manor Nursing Home for over his home.
eight years, she retired in 2000. She had previously worked as a jail nurse
He had been employed for 29 1/2 years with the West Kentucky Rural
for Madison County, Ill. She was a member of First Baptist Church. Electric Cooperative Corp.
Bethalto, Ill., where she sang in the choir and on the flower and banner comBorn June 17, 1947, he was the son of the late Jo-Hannes Verwey and
mittee. She was a past member of Meadowbrook First Southern Baptist Dorothy Mae Lucas Verwey.
Church for 30 years where she was involved as a youth director with Illinois
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Jean Verwey; three daughters,
Baptist State Association.
Krissi
Verwey, Krystal Kate Verwey and Jessica Kelly, and one grandson,
Born Feb. 22, 1939, in Golden Pond, Ky., she was the daughter of the late
Jack Newberry and Maggie Neeble Newberry. One son, James M. Birdsong, Issac Verwey, all of Murray; two brothers, Sam Verwey and wife, Carol,
one infant grandson, and one brother, Hubert Newberry, also preceded her Saddleback, Calif., and Scott Verwey, Bath, Maine.
in death.
Survivors include her husband, Roy (Alex) Gibson, to whom she was Jesse Mason West
married Sept. 22, 1977; two sons, Bill Birdsong and wife, Monica, and
The funeral for Jesse Mason West will be today (Tuesday) at I p.m. in
Kelly Birdsong and wife, Sherry, all of Meadowbrook; seven grandchildren,
Heather Pullen, Jeremy, Blake, Bryan, Jackie, James and Kelly Jr. Birdsong; the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Jack
two adopted grandsons, Michael Dodson and Robert Umphress; two great- Clark will officiate. Burial will follow in the Haymes Cemetery where milgrandsons, Mark Jr. and George Pullen; one sister, Mrs. Dot Turner,and two itary rites will be conducted.
brothers, Jackie Newberry and wife, Debbie, and Donnie Newberry and
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
wife, Brenda, all of Murray, Ky.; two brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law,
Mr. West, 88, Benton, died Saturday, April 26, 2003, at Britthaven of
Barbara and David Farmer, Florissant, Mo., and Andy and Iola Belt, Benton.
Louisville.
His wife, Robbie Lassiter West, one sister, Lillie Clark, three brothers,
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Bethalto,
Robert West,Terrell West and Henry West,two infant sisters and one grandIII. The Rev. Charles West will officiate. Burial will follow in the Rose
Lawn Memory Gardens, Bethalto, with Elias-Smith Funeral Home, son all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Richard West and
America Ann Henson West.
Bethalto, in charge of arrangements.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Shirley Darnall, Benton, and Mrs.
Visitation will be at the church from 4 to 8 p.m. Wednesday after 9:30
Jerrice
Ross, Gassaway. W.Va.; three sons, Beau West, Murray, and Michael
a.m. on Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church of West and Charles West. both of Benton; three brothers, the Rev. Richard
Bethalto or to Meadowbrook Fire Department.
West, Clay West and Marvin West, all of Benton; 15 grandchildren; two
stepgrandchildren; 30 great-grandchildren; four great-great-grandchildren.

_ CHURCHILL•BIES'.
74,4

Hours from execution, Reid
resumes appeals after
receiving 'sign from God'
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) After dropping his appeals last
month, seven-time convicted murderer Paul Dennis Reid vowed not
to change his mind at the last
minute.
"I adamantly will not pick up my.
appeals," Reid, 45, told The
Associated Press last week. "I'm
not playing games with the state of
Tennessee. I'm not playing games
with Jesus Christ.
"I'll lay down on that gugtfy, get
strapped on the gurney, be rolled
into the execution chamber and
have the lethal injection syringes
inserted into my arm."
But less than three hours from
his scheduled execution Tuesday
morning, Reid signed paperwork to
resume his appeals - a legal
process that could add years to his
life.
The Rev. Joe Ingle, a death
penalty opponent who counsels
condemned inmates, said Reid
believed God intervened in his life.
Reid was scheduled to die by
lethal injection at I a.m. But late
Monday, the U.S. 6th Circuit Court
of Appals ordered a stay of execution.
The state attorney general's

I
•

Ray Foust Jr.

Ray Foust Jr., 74, Hickory Street, Calvert City, died
Monday,April 28, 2003, at 9:02 a.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
A retired supervisor of B.F. Goodrich Chemical,
Calvert City, he was of Baptist faith. He was a Marine
veteran serving in China in World War II and also during
the Korean Conflict. He was a member of Veterans of
Foreign Wars and founder of Vmf-vma 211 Reunion
Association of Wake Island Avengers.
He was the son of the late Ray Foust and Linnie Story
Foust
Foust.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bobbie Freeman
Foust; three daughters, Ms. Donna Foust, Goshen„ Mrs. beide Bader,
Chesterfield, Mo.,and Mrs. Terrie White, Eddyville; one son, Dennis Foust,
Calvert City; one sister, Mrs. Judith Thweatt,Cottonwood, Ariz.; one brother, Jerry Foust, Flower Mound, Texas; eight grandchildren, Ashley and
Cameron White, Shanna and Matthew Bader, Stephanie Townsend, and
Catherine, Chandler and Alec Foust.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at II a.m. at Wilson Cemetery,
Benton. ,
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Marshall County Veterans Van
Fund, do Judge Executive Mike Miller, Marshall County Courthouse,
Benton, KY 42025.

office immediately sought a ruling
from the U.S. Supreme Court to
overturn that stay so Tennessee
could proceed with its second execution in 43 years.
But Reid thwarted that effort hs
signing a petition for post-conviction relief, restarting his appeals.
Ingle said he was with Reid at
Riverbend Maximum Securit)
Institution when they heard that the
6th Circuit had issued a stay. A television was on near the cell where
Reid was on death watch, and the
station carried the news.
"He took -that as a sign loan
God," Ingle said.
In visits with relatives and Ingle.
Reid had maintained that he ssantcd
to give up his appeals and die, the
minister said.
"Our whole message was, 'We
understand that, Paul, but if God is
saying something to you and works
through some agency, be it the court
or the governor or whatever to stop
it, then you have to see that as God's
will," Ingle said. "And he understood that."
Ingle said he and Reid had just
finished communion when they
received the news of the stay.
"He was joyous," Ingle said.

EiMitIC

Mrs. Patricia E. Cheatham
The funeral tor Mrs. Patricia E. Cheatham will be today (Tuesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Pallbearers will be Cory Reed, Joshua Reed, Stephen Reed II, Steve
Reed, Scottie. Burton and Tommie Buzzel. Burial will follow in the
Burnett's Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Cheatham,48. Lynnville community,died Saturday, April 26, 2003,
at 1:05 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield,
One sister. Elizabeth Ann Reed,
and one brother, Paul Neval Reed,
both preceded her in death. She was
the daughter of the late Billy G. Reed
and Betty Dunn Reed.
Survivors include her husband,
Jarod Cheatham; one daughter,
Christy Lynn, and one son, Jarod D
Cheatham Jr., all of Lynnville; one
sister, Ms. Melissa Reed, and two
brothers, Richard Reed and Stephen
Reed, all of Murray.
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The Law Office of

Michelle L. Gantt

Bodies found wrapped in tarp in Kentucky River
FORD, Ky.(AP)- Three bodies wrapped in tarps
were removed Monday from the Kentucky River at the
Clark and Madison county line.
Kentucky State Police Trooper Mike Coyle said
investigators recovered the last body from the river
shortly after 5 p.m. EDT. The bodies were being transported to the state medical examiner's office in
Frankfort for autopsies.
An official from the state medical examiner's office
declined comment.
One of the bodies was identified as a male, Coyle
said. The tarps were secured with some kind of tape, he
said.
Authorities are investigating the deaths as homicides.
Two fishermen discovered one of the bodies Monday
morning and called state police, who found the other
two tarps.
Police cordoned off an area underneath the Kentucky

627 bridge near where that road intersects with
Kentucky 1924, which is two miles north of Fort
Boonesborough State Park.
The river serves as the border between Madison and
Clark counties. Coroner's officials for both counties
were at the scene as well as officials with the state medical examiner's office.
"We think we've identified an area that we feel that
they were taken over the edge of the bank, underneath
the bridge, and then probably dragged down to the river
itself," Coyle said.
He said it appeared that the bodies were wrapped
underneath the bridge and dragged into the river.
Detectives from the state police post in Richmond
were searching the area Monday afternoon.
Coyle declined to release the identity of the fishermen who found the body, but WKYT-TV in Lexington
said one of them was William Garrett.

305 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
270-767-0160 phone • 270-767-0116 fax
mlgantt@murray-ky.net
Engaged in the general practice of law:
•business formation•collection•family law issues•mediation
•real estate•intemet, trademark and copyright issues
•probate/estate planning

No charge for the initial case assessment sdsion.
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Jim McBee Heating
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•24-Hour Emergency Service 'Free Estimates
'Licensed & Insured (KY HVAC MO42461
We Service All Brands of Air-Conditioning Equipment
759-1457 • 293-2696 (mobile)
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Who better to help you reach
long-term financial goals than
one of the nation's oldest
investment firms? For more
than 145 years, investors have

Moms

relied on the experience of

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
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onc-Pnce unchanged
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Hilliard Lyons for a wide range
of financial solutions. Put our

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....8520.l4 + 48.53
Air Products .
42.51 + 0.30
Anthem
67.30 • 0.50
AOL Time Warner
13.75 + 0.19
AT&T
17.06 + 0.11
24.74 + 0.34
Bell South .44.42 - 0.23
Briggs & Stratton
24.79 + 0.43
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
.52.85 + 0.07
Chevron Texaco Corp
63.55 - 0.25
Daimler Chrysler
.32.68 + 0.16
Dean Foods
43.45 + 0.29
Exxon-Mobil
_35.16 - 0.25
Ford Motor ............-......--10.24 + 0.08
29.57 + 0.05
General Electric
General Motors
36.68 + 0.21
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 39.80 - 0.59
14.05 + 0.08
Goodrich
.5.92 + 0.17
Goodyear

0

HopFed Bank*
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

prices as of 9 a.m.
15.42 B 15.49 A
85.73 + 0.61
43.31 - 0.07
19.12 + 0.37
14.62 + 0.16
21.71 + 0.24
17.23 + 0.30
57.13 - 0.07
26.09 + 0.3z
17.02 + 0.24
43.40 • 0.05
30.98 + 0.28
17.51 + 0.09
28.03 + 0.19
28.47 + 0.04
22.34. 0.02
31.19 + 0.19
56.68 + 0.59

knowledge of the past and
commitment to the future to
work for you.

The Boston-Ewing
Investment Group
BETTY BOSTON. VP
Certified Financial Planner
practitioner
Financial Consultant
TOM FINING
Registered Investment Advisor
Represcntative
mantial Consultant
JEANIE M. MARDIS
Rugistvwd Sales Assistant
Court Square • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3366 or (800)444-1854

The Boston-Ewing Investment Group

AftI-IILUARD LYONS
HILLIARD. W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW YORK MC% EXCHANGE AND SIPC

OUR DIGITAL HEARING AID TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES:
•CLEARER - MORE NATURAL SOUND
•REDUCED BACKGROUND NOISE
*AUTOMATIC OPERATION
*IMPROVED TELEPHONE RECEPTION
*SMALLER SIZE - PRACTICALLY INVISIBLE
Let us prove how good digital hearing can be. Conta(t the
professionals at Stone-Lang and schedule your hearing
test...today!

Call Today (270)753-8055

1-800-949-5728
Outside Murray

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St.• Murray

-%t HILLIARD LYONS
NILLIARD,W.L.LYONS.INC.
• V..* v•

"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"
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Learn-to-Swim program
registration is scheduled

Wedding

Photo provided

CASA DONATION.. Dolores Wells, third from left, director of
Calloway CASA, accepts a donation to the organization's
general fund from Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARP,
presented by Sally DuFord, third from right, chapter president. Also pictured, from left, are CASA board members, Bill
Wells, Bjarne Hansen, board president, Teresa Butler and
Sharon Kelso, board vice president.

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross will start registration for its 2003 Learn-toSwim program.
Registrations will be May 1-7 at the Calloway
County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray, and
May 8-16 on the second floor of the Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Hours
will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Swim session dates will be June 16-21, June 23-28,
July 7-12, and July 22-27. Fees will be $40 for Levels
1 to 7, and $25 for Baby/Toddler. Late registration
Jo's
fee of $5 will be after May 16.
Datebook
A Start Life Guarding Tomorrow Class for ages
By Jo Burkeen 11-14 will be 9 a.m. to noon June 9-14. The fee for
Community
this class will be $85.
Editor
For more information call Executive Director
Holly Webb at 753-1421 or e-mail: chapter@callowayredcross.org.

Special card party on Thursday
The annual dessert-card party of the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be Thursday, May 1, at 12:30 p.m. at the club house.
This is open to all interested persons. Tickets can be purchased from Billie
Hall, 753-7886.

National Day of Prayer Thursday

Animal Projects and Youth:
A Blue Ribbon Combination
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Pagan
Michelle Crouse of Murray and Nathaniel Pagan of Owensboro were
married Saturday. Jan. 4, 2003, at Scotts Grove Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Mark Whitt officiated at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Larry and Cindy Crouse of Murray. Her
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Boyd and Mrs. Robbie Crouse and
the late Laverne Crouse. all of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Sharon and Wilford Pagan, Jr. of Owensboro.
His grandparents are Mrs. Mary Ann Pagan and the late Wilford Pagan and
the late Mr. and Mrs. David Camp, all of Owensboro.
Jennifer Dunbar of Louisville was the bride's maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Cassie Brown of Owensboro,Carrie Crouse, sister-inlaw of the bride, Wake Forest, N.C., and Tonya Moss of Murray.
Flower girls were Sydney Spangler of Knoxville, Tenn., and Crystal
Black, cousin of the bride, Murray.
Wilfred Pagan Jr., father of the groom, served as his best man.
Groomsmen were Derrick Craddock of Hickman, Nick Howton of
Louisville and Josh Wallace of Lexington.
Ring'hearers were CooperWeiod and Eli Wood, nephews of the groom,
Henderwn.
A.reoeption followed at the church.
The bride is a 2001 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor
of science degree in mathematics. The groom is a 2002 graduate of Murray
State with a bachelor of science in mathematics.
The couple is employed by Housecalls Internationals, Roswell, Ga.

Youth gain responsibility and
new understanding of self and animals when involved in an animal
project. There are a variety of
opportunities
4-H Update for youth to
By Ginny Harper show and
Calloway County exhibit aniExtension Agent mals through
for 4-H Youth
the 4-H and
Development
FFA programs. There
are county fairs, district shows,
state fairs and other national youth
shows. Youth gain knowledge and
skills at each level of competition
On April 28 at 7 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Expo Center, we
had an organizational and informational meeting for families that
might be interested in participating
in this new exciting animal project
and sale process.
Throughout May, we will have
sessions to instruct youth and families on proper showing and fitting
techniques to help youth and families make informed decisions if
choosing to be a part of the first
Calloway County Show and Sale,
set for Sept. 6.
There will also be a new district
show opportunity, which will be
called the Two Rivers Livestock
Show and Exposition for Youth,
held July 10 and 11 at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center All
four species of market animals and
dairy cattle will be exhibited at this
show. A planning meeting for the
event was set for April 28 at 5 p.m.
at the West Kentucky Expo.
Interested individuals were welcome and encouraged to attend.
"Showing gives me a working
knowledge of the animal. It is an
event that my dad and I do together. I like to show animals because I

like to win money and meet people," said Zach Gillium of Kirksey,
a junior at Calloway County High
School.
In order to participate in district
and state fair competition, market
animals must be DNA tested,
weighed and tagged by the
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture and by the state deadlines. Specific requirements for
each species are available at your
extension office.
Jordan Gillum, a seventh grader
from Calloway County Middle
School, states, "I like showing
because it is a learning experience,
and you can make new friends in
the process."
Blue ribbons and youth go
together in the youth animal projects. Call your extension office for
more information.
Upcoming Calloway County 4H Events:
• 4-H Horse Judging, Hippology
and Horse Bowl Team will meet
May 5 from 3:30-5 p.m. at the
Expo Center classroom.
The Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service is
open Monday-Friday from 8 a.m.4:30 p.m. The phone number is
753-1452 and the fax is 759-4243.
The Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the MurrayCalloway County United Way.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative atension
Service serve all people regardless of
rate, color. age. sex, religion, disability,
or national origin. University of
Kentucky, Kentucky State University.
U.S. Department ofAgriculture and
Kentucky counties. cooperating.
Disabilities accommodated with prior
notification.

Photo provided

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wade
Young of 113 South 13th St.,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Austin Wade Young, born on
Sunday, Feb.9, 2003, at 9:54 a.m. at

Our Springtime in Paris Contest celebrates a new
season of sensational French Dressing Jeanswear!
Qual,‘, ng Draw on May 15. 2003,

Winner receives a pair of French Dressing jeans
valued at $75.
Grand Prize Draw, among winners of the Qualifying Draw, on June 2. 2003

Winner receives a trip for two to Paris, France
and a French Dressing wardrobe. Total approximate
value: $5.000.
Visit our store for contest rules, or log on to www frenchdressingleans corn
No purchase necessary

hP,11C11 OIRSS111

Humane Society of Calloway County is asking for donations of items for
its annual fund-raising sale. Members will be at the Annex of Calloway
County Public Library on Friday, May 2, from noon to 6 p.m. For persons
who need someone to pick up the items, call 436-2424.

Laker Band plans rebate day
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a rebate day at Murray
Taco John's from 4 p.m. to closing on Wednesday, April 30. Ten percent of
the sales will be donated to help the Calloway County Laker Band.

Health Express lists this week's stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks on Wednesday, April 30,
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Murray. For information call 762-1348.

Duncan reunion will be May 3
The Duncan family reunion will be Saturday, May 3 from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. at the Murray Chestnut Park, located on Payne Street, Murray. Each
one should bring a dish of food, drink and chair. For more information call
759-1701, 759-4783 or 759-1498.

Calloway bird count scheduled
The annual Calloway County Spring Bird Count will be Saturday, May
3. For more information call 753-6446.

CCHS Class of 1983 planning reunion •
Final plans must be made for the 20th reunion of the 1983 class of
Calloway County High School. Class members are urged to forward their
registration form and payment to Dale Torsak, 3414 Osborne Rd., Hazel,
KY 42049 by Thursday, May 1.

Angels Shop now in new location
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop is now open for business at its new location at 972 Chestnut St., between Sammons' Baker and Pagliai's. The shop
will be open from noon-5 p.m., Tuesdays through Saturdays. Volunteers are
urgently needed to assist with this community-wide endeavor which benefits the Angels Community Clinic. For more information call Joan Smith,
Angels Attic manager, at 762-0505.

Angel alert issued by center
An angel alert has been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource
Center. Needed are two sets of bunk beds for a client. Also still needed is a
dinette table for four to six people or will take the table without chairs if
available. Anyone having items to donate should call 762-7333.

Calloway County Boys Backboard Club will meet tonight, April 29, at 7
p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County Middle School. All middle school
and high school basketball parents are invited to attend.

Austin Wade Young

WIN A TRIP FOR 2 TO PARIS
plus A CHIC FRENCH DRESSING WARDROBE!

SPRINGTIME
IN PARIS Contest
MAY 1-15, 2003

Humane Society asking for donations

Calloway Backboard Club will meet

Birth
ROTARY SPEAKER...Mike Thieke, Murray State College baseball coach, spoke about recruiting team members, background information on the team, and their schedule of games
at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. He encouraged members to attend the games.

National Day of Prayer will be observed on Thursday, May 1. A pedestrian walk will be at 7:30 a.m. on the west side of Murray State University
Curris Center, and another event will be at noon on the courthouse square
in downtown Murray. For more information call 759-5107.

•N•gaty
305 South 12th Murray • 753-7441

Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
three ounces and measured 18 3/4
inches. The mother is the former
Casey Nikkole Lofton.
Grandparents are Margaret
Richards of South Fulton, Tenn.,
Jackie Lofton of Martin, Tenn.,
Robert Young of Murray and
Beverly Nedrow of San Antonio,
Texas.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
(April, 2003)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
'This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the year,,.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300'- Since early surrendor
charges apply. please rail ford' •

Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet tonight, April 29, at 7 p.m. at
Shoney's Inn, Murray. All singles are invited. For more information call
Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or at 753-6224.

Al-Anon meeting will meet
Al-Anon will meet tonight. April 29 from 7:3P to 8:30 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Kiwanis pancake event planned
Murray Kiwanis Club will hold its annual pancake breakfast Saturday,
May 10, from 6 to 10 a.m. in the fellowship hall of First Baptist Church,
South Fourth Street, Murray. Tickets at a cost of $4 for adults and $2 for
children 12 and under are available at the door or can be purchased in
advance from a Kiwanis member. Proceeds from the fund-raising breakfast
will benefit the children of the community.

MHS basketball banquet May 4
Murray High Backboard Club is planning the MHS Basketball Banquet
for Sunday, May 4, at 1 p.m. at the ballroom of Murray State University
Curris Center. Recognized will be both basketball teams, cheer squads,
dance team and swim team members. Tickets are $12 and may be purchased
by calling Terri Benton at 759-1525 or Debbie Wagoner at 759-1843.

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
)I,H)

1/11111 ,/

410.11 it.,
If (ri '

1 ifirr '"
1)

50+ Years of Combined Service

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
•

2 Full-Line Tech • Full-Time Parts Dept.
SERVICE ALL BRANDS
2121 .1,i \Imn si •

753-1586
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Support Your Local Cosmetologists

set/ vowv &4j4 shine/ th4044911/1
MiA/s IlAiRcur $8
PeRms $40 & Up • lif6viu6virs $25 & Up
T4W/m/6' $25

FOR

300 raw.

Ku
753-1682

WALK-INS WELCOME

)))

Full Service Salon
Southside Shopping Center • Murray
Across from Sirloin Stockade

ACCEPTING
NEW REGISTRATIONS
EVERY MONDAY
Financial Aid Available To Qualified Applicants

R
AM
NUB SfilOn

Services Offered To The Public:
10% Senior Citizen
and MSU
Student Discount

• CUTS • PERMS • STYLING • COLOI.
• MANICURES • PEDICURES • FACIAL S
• WAXING • UPDOS
_„.CCNIZIRWO3
rLa.c

OFF
PERM
I OR COLOR
Coupon good thru 5/31/03

Ezell's Cosmetology School
1415 MAIN ST.• MURRAy • 753-4700

504 N1aple Street • 753-4723• Open Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

•••••

A
A7,

Lm.•

,
‘10.

.L

• Cuts,' Colors • RIMS

• VIM'S • MCIlliCUTCS
• RIIICUIVS

hair and nails
1206 Johnson Blvd.
Murray

Walk-iiss W('lcolue
Nngie Duncan,Pave Hurt, %MI Houston,
Freda Steel' and Beverly £.1dritlrie .

Pictured from left: Angela Paschall,
Heather Grogan, Gary Murdock and
Rayann Butterworth.

753-2739
(crew)

1111- iiivv. 121 North Proass

,,••••••

S

fade, & SWe're da.
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I/

.•'

ow' Ile'
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•

753-5902

•
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In AVEDA Concept salon

Gift Certificates ilvailable

•

Bel-Air Center • Murray

1741

7.1V I:\

Come & get ready for summer with a pedicure,
manicure & a parafin bath.

eihe
Monica griffin (17onya West Susan Suiter -

c,

Don'tforget Mother's Day

Pamper your Mom with a Hair Spa Treatment!
305 N. 12th • University Square

71111-MANE
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golf finals
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Blanchard, Harden
sign free agent deals
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
At least two former Murray
State football players could be on
the rosters of National Football
League teams this fall.
According to MSU head coach
Joe Pannunzio, defensive tackle
Cedric Harden and tailback Billy
Blanchard — two players who
were instrumental to the Racers'
2002 Ohio Valley Conference championship — signed undrafted free
agent contracts with two NFL franchises on Sunday.
Harden signed on with the Tennessee Titans while Blanchard inked
a contract with the Cleveland
Browns.
A native of Humble, Texas,
Harden's Murray State career was
a brief one after transferring from
Missouri before the 2002 season.
However, it proved to be a productive one year as the 6-3, 305pounder teamed with fellow senior tackle James Bridges to give
the Racers a formidable one-two

punch on the defensive line.
In his lone season in an MSU
.uniform, Harden compiled 37 tackles — 27 of which were solo —
and tied for the team lead in sacks
with three for the 7-5 Racers, who
earned a trip to the Division IAA Playoffs with a season-ending
victory over Eastern Illinois.
Blanchard, who transferred to
Murray from Itawamba Junior College before -the 2001 campaign,
emerged as MSU's best tailback
during his second and final season with the Racers.
The 6-0, 234-pounder rushed
for a team-high 1,081 yards on
179 attempts for an average of
6.0 yards per carry while scoring
16 touchdowns — 10 more than
any other Racer. Blanchard finished his Murray State career with
1.796 rushing yards and 19 TDs.
"We're very excited for both
of these young men," Pannunzio
said. "It says a lot about the type
of kids we've brought into this
program. We're finally starting to

get those type of guys who can
play at the next level."
Pannunzio said All-American
specialists Shane Andrus and Brian
Bivens will also likely sign free
agent contracts with NFL teams
in the near future.
Andrus, a former standout at
Murray High School who earned
All-American honors during his
sophomore season in 2001, made
78.6 percent (11-of-14) of his
attempts for MSU this past season, including a 52-yarder as time
expired against the Panthers that
propelled the Racers to the OVC
title.
Bivens, who earned All-American honors as a freshman punter
in 1999, covered 2,278 yards in
56 punt attempts for an average
of 40.7 yards per kick in 2002.
The 6-4, 222-pound Henderson
native also set a school record
with a 90-yard punt in a home
win over Southeast Missouri State
last October.

File Photo

NEW COLORS ... Tailback Billy Blanchard, who signed with the
Cleveland Browns, was one of two former Racers who inked an
undrafted free agent contract with a National Football League
team over the weekend.

Murray High sweeps Mayfield;
Calloway squads fall to Graves
Prep Tennis
BOYS
Murray 6, Mayfield 3
Monday at Mayfield
Singles — James Quertermous (Mu) def. Bryan
Almand 8-1; Josh Dunn (Mu) def. Nick Greenwood
8-2; C.J. Boyd (Ma) def. Chase Lambert 8-2; Brent
Davis (Ma) def. Jonathan Chapman 8-1; Philip Montgomery (Mu) def. Blake Gray 8-6; Steven Parker
(Mu) def. Tom Patel 9-8 (9-7).
Doubles — Almand/Greenwood (Ma) def.
Dunn/Lambert 9-7; Quertermous/Montgomery (Mu)
def. Boyd/Gray 8-4; Chapman/Parker (Mu) def
Barnes/Patel 8-4.
Graves Co. 9, Calloway Co. 0
Monday at Murray State
Singles — Erik Darko def. Daniel Dye 8-0; Denneth Moore def. Jared Vincent 8-2; Ryan Finwick
def. Jason Hernandez 9-8 (7-4); Hunter Mills del.
Tucker Adams 8-1; Jace Stamper def. Josh Price 82; Josh Thomas def. Anthony Taylor 8-1.
Doubles — Finwick/Stamper def. Dye/Vincent 84; Thomas/Sebastion Schweer def. Hernandez/Adams
8-2; Joseph Moore/Joey Steele def. Price/Justin Bearsby 8-1.

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

FORGET SOMETHING? ... Calloway shortstop Wes Claiborne
is unable to get a grip on the ball as a Trigg County runner slides into second base safely during the Lakers' 6-3
victory over the Wildcats on Monday at CCHS.

GIRLS
Murray 6, Mayfield 3
Monday at Mayfield
Singles — Ellen Hayman (Mu) def. Nasha Karpoukhina 6-4, 6-4; Meghan King (Mu) def. Laura
Cook 8-5; Elaine Georgion (Ma) def. LeAnn Hewlett
8-3; Hewlett (Mu) def. Soria' Patel 8-2; Holly Gibbs
(Mu) def. Missy Beasley 8-1; Evelyne Njoroge (Ma)
def. Amanda Melton 8-6.
Doubles — Karpouldiina/Cook(Ma)def. Gibbs/King
8-2; Hayman/Blair Lane (Mu) def. Georgion/Patel 81; Hewlett/Melton (Mu) def. Beasley/Njoroge 8-3.
Graves Co. 8, Calloway Co. 1
Monday at Murray State
Singles — Leslie Lynn (CC) def. Ania Woznica
8-4; Amy Motheral (GC) def. Megan Miller 8-6;
Katie Keith (GC) def. Katie Bogard 8-0; Kristin Wilford (GC) def. Nahyun Yoo 8-2; Mandy McManus

Tigers
split two
games at
Jackson
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

HOT SHOT ... Calloway County's Daniel
Dye returns a serve during high school
tennis action on Monday.
(GC) def. Clara Franklin 8-2; Laura Youngblood
(GC) def. Brittany Lemons 8-3.
Doubles — Motheral/Woznica (GC) def.
Lynn/Miller 8-4; Keith/McManus (GC) def.
Lemons/Franklin 8-3; Wilford/Youngblood(GC)def.
Bogard/Megan Colson 8-6.

Lakers solid at plate,
on mound in 6-3 win Buddy Gil wanders out of
Idaho and into 129th Derby
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
Brandon Elkins took a no-hitter into the sixth inning and Tyler
Boggess, David Free and Wes Claiborne drove in two runs apiece
as the Calloway
County baseball
team defeated
Trigg County 63 Monday at
CCHS.
After surrendering a run in the top of the
first on a walk, a stolen base, a
fielder's choice and a passed ball.
the Lakers (3-10) wasted little time
in getting back in front.
Boggess began his 3-for-4 day
at the plate with an RBI single
that scored Free in the bottom of
the first, and Calloway gave Elkins
(2-2) a 3-1 lead after four innings
as Claiborne's fielder's choice in
the second and bases-loaded walk
in the fourth plated Brandon Steele
in each frame.
In the sixth, Free tacked on a
two-run single to bring home Chase
Duncan and Colby Starks before
Boggess' third base hit brought in

Free for a 6-1 edge to close the
three-run rally.
Elkins, who struck out three
Wildcats and walked one, gave up
his first hit in the sixth before
Trigg (4-5) used three hits and
two Laker errors to push across
two runs — one earned — in the
seventh.
"The defense played well in
the first six innings, but we had
a little lapse at the end that could've
let them back in the game," said
Calloway head coach Steve Smith
after his squad beat the school
where he previously coached.
"But it was a good win. Tyler
had some good swings on the ball
throughout the game and produced
some runs for us, and we've had
good performances from Brandon
every time he's pitched this season."
The Lakers will return to action
Thursday when they visit Mayfield at 4:30 p.m. before hosting
the CCHS Laker Classic Friday
and Saturday.
Calloway continues its home
slate next Monday when it entertains Carlisle County.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Buddy Gil was bred in the Bluegrass State, but he's not really
at his old Kentucky home this
week.
The only Kentucky Derby
entry
with
three consecutive victories
besides Peace
Rules
was
raised
in
Hagerman,
Idaho.
It's
where Buddy Gil wandered
through streams and fields and
was unfazed when wild game
jumped out of the tall grasses
he shared.
Co-owner Donnie McFadden,
who bred the colt, raised Buddy
Gil in a grass paddock with a
nearby shed that kept him out
of winter weather. McFadden
believes in an outdoor life for
his horses since those who make
it to the races will spend the
rest of their lives in stalls.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — The defending Ohio Valley Conference champion Murray State women's golf
team opened defense of its 2002
title by firing a first-round 316
Monday for a 15-shot lead at the
2003 OVC Championships at the
Paducah Country Club.
The
MSU
men's team sits
in fourth place
out of nine
schools after an RACERS
opening-round 306. Austin Peay
leads the way on the men's side
after a first-round 291, while Eastern Kentucky is second with a
296.
On the women's side, the Lady
Racers hold three of the top four
individual positions, led by
Stephanie Baskey, who is tied for
the lead with an opening-round
76 on the par-72,5,817-yard course.
Lee-Anne Pace is in third with
a 77, while Nikki Orazine shot a
79 for fourth place in the field
of 30.
Following the Lady Racers' 316
was Eastern Kentucky in second
with a 331, followed by Austin
Peay and Eastern Illinois, which
are in a tie for third at 335.
Leading the way for the MSU
men's team are Will Cox and Kyle
Shirley. who each shot 2-over-par
74s and sit tied for seventh in
the field of 44.
The second round of the threeclay, 54-hgle. OVC Championships
began today at 8 a.m.

"We're confident this horse
belongs here," said co-owner
Scott Guenther, whose first Derby
experience came last year when
Easy Grades finished 13th. "This
is one of those horses that came
out of nowhere. He's got a lot
of fight in him."
Guenther, of Newport Beach,
Calif., likes to joke that the city
limit signs in Hagerman are backto-back. The town near Twin
Falls has about 800 residents.
Buddy Gil and McFadden
"There aren't any horses from aren't the only ones in the group
Hagerman, Idaho, that have ever with Idaho ties. Jockey Gary
made it to this level," he said. Stevens is from Caldwell and
"This is the most exciting thing he rode Forever Rise, McFadden's
'
.
that's ever happened to me, my first thoroughbred mare, to vicfamily, anybody in the industry tory at Idaho's Les Bois Park
in Idaho."
in 1981.
Buddy Gil is the first gradTrainer Jeff Mullins gave
ed stakes winner for McFadden Stevens, then an unknown rider,
and his wife, Judy. The colt's a leg up on Forever Rise. It
credentials include consecutive wasn't until Mullins' mother
victories in the Santa Anita Derby, showed him a winner's circle
San Felipe Stakes and Baldwin photo that he remembered Stevens
Stakes.
shared the victory.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
JACKSON, Tenn. — The Murray High Tigers fared well against
two Tennessee Class A powerhouses, earning a split of a Monday doubleheader with the University School of Jackson and
Jackson Christian School.
Murray (10-6) opened the twin.
bill with a 4-2 triumph over USJ,
the defending Class A State champion in the Volunteer state, but
dropped the nightcap 4-1 to Jackson Christian.
"We played
two outstanding
baseball teams,"
Murray
said
High head coach
Miller.
Cary
"They're two of
the better teams in Tennessee, and
they've both played nearly all of
their schedule this year.
The Tigers used a solid pitching performance from Ed Baust
in the opener. The senior righthander tossed all seven innings,
allowing two runs on seven hits
while striking out three and walking two.
Murray's bats did the rest, opening the contest with two runs in
the first inning and claiming the
victory with two more in the seventh to beat a 32-8 USI sqaud.
Dylan Volp paced the Tiger
offense by going 2-for-3 at the
plate with one run batted in. Nathan
Williams and Austin Swain each
had four hits in two at-bats and
both drove in a run apiece.
In the second game, Jackson
Christian (28-8) scored two runs
in the third and two more in the
sixth to tame the Tigers.
Swain and Blake Hoover led
Murray offensively, going 2-for-3
at the plate.
Blake Rayburn suffered the
pitching loss, allowing four runs
(three earned in seven innings. Rayburn struck out three batters and
walking only one.
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Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency Eff..:LI
Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
•
L Pct. GB
Phiiacielphia
16
10 615 Atlanta
15
10 600
1/2
Montreal
15
10 600
1/2
Florida
13
14
481
3 1/2
New York
11
14
440
4 1/2
Central Division
•
L Pct. GB
Chicago
14
11
560 St Louis
11
12 478
2
Houston
11
13 458
2 1/2
Pittsburgh
10
14
417
3 1/2
Cincinnati
10
400
15
4
Milwaukee
9
16
360
5
West Division
Pct. GB
San Francisco
750 18
6
Colorado
14
11
560
4 12
Los Angeles
14
12
462
7
Anzona
11
15
423
8
San Diego
15
10
400
8 1/2
Today's Games
Atlanta (Maddox 2-2) at Houston (Oswalt
2-2). 705 pm
Montreal (Vazquez 3-11 at Milwaukee (Kinney 2-1), 705 pro
N Y Mets (Leiter 3-0) at St Louis Morns
1-2), 7 10 pm
Cincinnati (Reitsma 1-0) at Colorado (Jennings 1-3). 805 p m
Florida (Redman 2-2) at Arizona (Kim 1-4),
8 35 p m
Pittsburgh (D'Amico 1-2) at San Diego
(Eaton 1-1). 9-05 p.m
Philadelphia (Wolf 3-1) at Los Angeles (K.
Brown 1-1), 910 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Wood 3-1) at San Francisco (Rueter 3-0), 10:15 p.m.

BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New Yon(
20
5
800
Boston
16
4
9 640
Baltimore
12
7 1/2
12
500
Tampa Bay
10
15
10
400
Toronto
10
16
385 10 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Kansas City
17
5
773
Chicago
14
11
4 1/2
560
Minnesota
14
10
417
8
Cleveland
7
18
280 11 1/2
Detroit
3
130 14 1/2
20

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
16
9
15
10
11
14
11
14

Pct.
640
600
440
440

GB
1
5
5

Today's Games
Kansas City (George 2-0) at Boston (Wake
field 2-1) 505 pm
Texas (Thomson 1-2) at Toronto (Hen
dnckson 1-3). 5 05 p m
Seattle(Meche 2-1) at N V Yankees (Clemens
4-0). 605 pm
Baltimore (Johnson 3-0) at Detroit (Bondermen 1-3). 605 pm
Anaheim (Ra Ortiz 3-2) at Cleveland Ac
Ficidnguaz 2-1), 605 pm
Tampa Bay (Sosa 1-2) at Minnesota (Rogers
2-1), 705 pm
Oakland (Zito 3-2) at Chicago White Soy
(Colon 2-1). 705 pm

Prep Track
GIRLS
Kenwood Classic
Saturday at Clarksville, Tenn.
Shot put - 1. Shameka Dial
(Calloway County), 38 feet, 8
inches.
3,200-meter relay - 14. Calloway County, 12 minutes, 35.20
seconds.
800-meter run - 16. Carley
Williams (Calloway County).
2:38.38.
400 relay - 18. Calloway
County, 55.28 seconds.
400-meter dash - 20. Kim
Myatt (Calloway County), 1:05.43.
3,200 - 31. Lora Hopkins
(Calloway County), 14:51.43. 34.
Kayla Bazzell (Calloway County),
15:41.94.
1,600 - 31. Sabrina Ramsey
(Calloway County), 7:16.66. 34.
Lora Harris (Calloway County),
7:58.30.

Staff Raport

Murray Ledger & Times
PARIS, Tenn. - Big innings have been
a theme for the Calloway County softball
team this season, and that continued on Mon,lay at Henry County.
The Lady Lakers (10-4) erupted for six
(if their seven hits in a five-run fifth inning
that propelled them to a 5-1 victory over
the host Lady Patriots.
Henry County broke the scoring ice in
the bottom of the first, using a one-out walk
and two singles to plate a run off Calloway

Established 1989

starter Lindsay Miller
But that's all Miller would allow the Ltd)
Patriots, who managed just four hits and the
one earned run while striking out three times iii live
innings against the (VHS
freshman.
Kalyn Fox came on in
relief of Miller for the final
two frames, allowing no hits
or runs while striking out three.
Calloway would give Miller all the run
support she would need in the top of the

fifth as Danielle McMillen, Aimee Dial and
Ashley Chadwick reached on consecutive singles to load the bases for pinch hitter Megan
Starks, who blasted a two-run single.
Miller also added an RBI single and Fox
followed with a two-run single to cap the
big inning.
The Lady Lakers were scheduled to play
a key Fourth District contest at rival Marshall County (0-1 district) today at 4:30 p.m.
in Draffenville before traveling to Reidland
on Thursday and a tournament at Lexington
Catholic Friday-Saturday.

Kings take 3-1
lead over Jazz
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) Jazz fans may have seen their last
Stockton-to-Malone play in Utah.
Sacramento's 99-82 win over
Utah on Monday night put the Kings
within a game of clinching the
first-round playoff series, and possibly ending the Jazz careers of
John Stockton and Karl Malone.
"It's not a good time to talk
about that right now because we
have another game to play," Malone said.
If it goes anything like Monday, it will be only one game.
Peja Stojakovic scored 15 of his
27 points in the third quarter and
Chris Webber had 26 points and

"These are serious allegations that
demand serious consideration."
Coker didn't return phone calls
seeking further comment. Werner
declined to comment through a
school spokesman.
Several Miami players said they
never heard Werner make the sort
of comments that Crudup complained about.
"He might have been just joking around, but I never heard anything like that," tight end Kellen
Winslow said. "Coach Werner is
a good guy. He's not racist at
all."
Werner was the offensive coordinator at Murray State during Joe
Pannunzio's first year as the Racers' head coach.

ollow your favorite
earns in the Ledger

Sz Landscape Services
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Calloway explodes in 5th

Hurricane QB, Coker
discuss race allegation
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP) Berlin in their battle this spring
- The father of Miami Hurri- to succeed Ken Dorsey as the
canes quarterback Derrick Crudup starting quarterback.
Jr., who claimed race played a
Crudup is black and Berlin is
role in the decision to give a white.
teammate the starting job, said
Crudup and his father said the
the issue was resolved in a meet- competition was compromised by
ing Monday with coach Larry racially insensitive comments from
Coker.
Werner, who is white. The Crudups
Crudup and his father, former said Werner used terms such as
NFL player Derrick Crudup Sr., "redneck" and "cracker" when
attended the 75-minute meeting, referring to himself in front of
as did quarterbacks coach Dan Crudup Jr. during the team's quarWerner.
terbacks meetings.
Crudup Sr. said the meeting went
Coker issued a statement before
well, and a "satisfactory resolu- meeting with the Crudups.
tion" was reached. Asked if his
"I am concerned about the alleson will remain at Miami for the gations made regarding Derrick
2003 season, Crudup Sr. said, Crudup Jr. and our quarterbacks
"Absolutely."
coach, Dan Werner," Coker said.
The family declined further comment, pending the release today
of a joint statement by the Crudupsand Coker.
Crudup Jr. lost out to Brock
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Specializing In Complete Carel
OgirrIt
er"V
-DOES IT ALL!
Design, Installation
and Maintenance

512 South 4th Street
753-5726 or 559-3790

44444.41.441.4.44.44414

11 rebounds as the Kings turned
a four-point halftime deficit into
a blowout.
Sacramento leads the series 31 and can clinch it at home Wednesday night in Game 5.
The Kings could be last team
to beat Stockton and Malone with
the Jazz if the 41-year-old Stockton retires after a 19-year careet
with Utah and Malone leaves a,
a free agent. Both Stockton and
Malone will decide their futures
when the season ends, which will
be soon if the Jazz can't pull an
upset in Sacramento.
In the other playoff game Monday night, Philadelphia beat New
Orleans 96-87 to take a 3-1 series
lead.
Tonight, Milwaukee is at New
Jersey, with the series tied 2-2;
Phoenix is at San Antonio, also
tied 2-2; Boston is at Indiana,
with the Celtics leading 3-1: and
the Los Angeles Lakers are at
Minnesota, with it tied 2-2.
Malone led the Jazz with 24
points and Stockton had 12 points
and seven assists.
Stockton left the game quietly
during a timeout. Malone got a
standing ovation from what was
left of the sellout crowd of 19.911
when he was pulled with 2:25
left.

COLIN BRALEY/AP

Utah center Greg Ostertag, right, fouls Sacramento forward
Chris Webber during the fourth quarter of Monday's firstround playoff game in Salt Lake City. Webber scored 26
points in the Kings' 99-82 victory.

POP-A-DENT

Gutter Company

Auto Hail Repair

INSTALLATION OF
SEAMLESS GUTTERING

PAINTLESS DENT REMOVAL

Residential and
Commercial

If Your Automobile Was Damaged By Hail
Then You Need To Check Us Out!

LE

•FREE ESTIMATES
•14 YEARS EXPERIENCE

We also now install
l,eafproof - the latest
and most advanced
gutter protection system.

•WRITTEN GUARANTEE
'SAME-DAY SERVICE
FOR MOST REPAIRS

- Stop By and See Us With Every Written Estimate, Register For
A New 19" Color T.V. To Be Given Away

('all todayfor your
FREE estimate.

Located at

The same company you have
trusted since 1963.

518 S. 12th St., Corner of Story Ave.

606-782-3036

753-6433
1-800-264-1433

Jim Gray, Owner
11111111111111k.

AT SOME POINT, ANYTHING THIS COMPLICATED
IS BOUND TO NEED A SPECIALIST.

BOYS
3,200 - 2. Sean Covington
(Calloway County), 10:00.28
(school record). 14. Kris Russeau
(Calloway County), 10:59.99.
1,600-4. Covington, 4:44.42.
Shot put - 11. Nathan Bazzell
(Calloway County), 41-9 1/2.
3,200 relay - 16. Calloway
County, 10:47.54.
Discus - 18. Bazzell, 110-4.

See Dr. Monte Finch for the latest advances in gastroenterology,
including capsule endoscopy, a procedure that allows a physician to view the small
intestine with a pill-sized camera swallowed by the patient and available at only 460
hospitals and physician groups in the country. We also have a new minimally invasive
procedure to treat patients with chronic heartburn and a new
biological therapy called REMICADE ® to treat Crohn's Disease

SportsBriefs

Dr. Monte Finch and Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

• Murray

Country Club will host a
women's golf tournament May 9 to
benefit Kentuckiana Girl Scouts. The
two-person scramble will begin with a
shotgun start at 9 a.m.
The $35 entry fee includes lunch,
greens fees and cart rental. The registration deadline is Fnday.
For more information, call Ann Mills
at 1-888-771-5171.
• Mid-Amenca Youth Basketball will
host a basketball tournament for boys'
and girls' team in grades 4-12 June
20-22 in Paris, Tenn. Each team will
play a minimum of five games.
For more information, call 316-2840354 or 731-642-9255 or e-mail
mayb0rnayb.com.

Our real specialty is making people well again

M ONTE G. FINCH, 0.0.
GASTROENTCROLOClier

‘IrP,t MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcare new places.
a03
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Child care center receives accreditation
The Ruby Simpson Early
Childhood Center has been accredited by the National Association for
the Education of Young Children,
the nation's largest organization of
early childhood educators.
The NAEYC administers a
national, voluntary, professionally
sponsored accreditation system to
help raise the quality of all types of
preschools, kindergartens, child
care centers, and school-age child
care programs. The system has
been in existence since 1985 and
was developed to response to the
growing numbers of children
spending large amounts of time in
group settings away from home.
An early childhood program
must initiate the process with an
application. The program then
engages in an extensive self-study
based on NAEYC criteria. The
accuracy of the program's selfstudy is verified during a site visit
to the program by a team of trained
volunteer validators. The validated
self-study, including the program
director's responses to the validation visit, is then reviewed by a
three-member national commission
composed of recognized experts in
child care and early childhood education, judged to be in substantial
compliance with the Academy's
Criteria, and granted accreditation
for a three-year period. The entire
process takes 6-9 months.
The process continues after
photo provided
accreditation. The program must
drape
Jamessykah
Alexander
Bailey
and
...
Victoria
DRESS-UP
submit yearly reports documenting
dance
during
a
recent
are
off
to
the
themselves
in
finery
and
improvements and continued compreschool session at the Ruby Simpson Child Development
pliance with NAEYC standards.
Center.
"Accreditation demonstrates our
commitment to providing a quality sions are offered from 8 a.m. to and children; plans learning activiprogram for young children and 11:30 a.m. and from I 1:30 a.m. to 3 ties appropriate to children's age
their families, " said Joan Weber, p.m., Monday through Thursday, and development such as reading
director and lead teacher of the following the calendar for Murray stories, block building, painting,
Ruby Simpson Center. "For those State University.
dress-up, and active outdoor play;
of us who work at the Center, there
Children must be three or four shows respect for cultural diversity;
is a certain sense of pride in know- years old by October I of the provides a healthy and safe enviing that our program meets those school year to be admitted. ronment for adults and children; is
high standards."
Children who qualify for the free staffed by teachers trained in early
The Ruby Simpson Center is lunch program in the Murray childhood development; and prounique in that it provides a training schools or meet specific Head Start vides, regular, two-way communiground for students majoring in income guidelines are admitted cation 'with farriilies who are welearly childhood education at without charge, as are children will come visitors at any time.
Murray State. Some students are disabilities. Tuition students are
Of the other preschool programs
employed as staff while others accepted on a space-available operated
through
Murray
work with the children at specified income.
Preschool/Head Start, The Willis
times or on special projects. The
As with all NAEYC accredited Center has achieved accreditation
Center is located on Fourteenth programs. the Ruby Simpson and the MSU/Alexander Hall proStreet, adjacent to the Cutchin Center features frequent positive, gram is currently in the process of
Fieldhouse on the Murray State warm interactions among teachers self-study.
University campus. Preschool sc

photo provided

PLAY ME A SONG ... Morgan Williams, Carisa Perea and Rosie Morningstar have fun exploring
the different sounds on the piano at the Ruby Simpson Child Development Center.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

THE GRAND TOUR ... Several Murray Elementary School students were given an opportunity to see how business is conducted at Kyle-Oakley Airport through a tour conducted by the
facility's manager Johnny Parker. Here, Parker shows the students the main hangar. The tour
was made even more attractive by the presence of Pella's private jet, shown in the background, along with another passenger plane from the Briggs & Stratton company.

MHS students win sweepstakes at festival
Competing against approximately 800 students from west Kentucky
high schools in the 25th annual
Language
Foreign
Regional
Festival; Murray High School
French, Spanish, and Latin students
won several individual awards and
the sweepstakes trophy in all three
languages. The sweepstakes award
is given annually to the school with
the highest overall scorc.
First, second, and third place
winners in written categories are
eligible to compete in the state
Foreign Language Competition to
be held May 11, 2002, at the
University of Kentucky. First place
winners in other categories are eligible to take part also.
Because the date of the state
competition coincides with Murray
High's Prom, only 25 of the 60 students who qualified will be able to
attend. Murray won the sweepstakes in Spanish and French last
year. However, this is the first time
the school has competed in Latin in
several years.
Students placing in Latin were as
follows: Drama: first place - Mandy
Haugen, Isabel Duarte-Gray, Brett
Brown, Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten,
Stephanie Finch, Meg Black;
Game: first - Brett Brown,
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, Isabel
Duarte-Gray, Stephanie Finch;
Construction model - Meg Black,
Brett Brown, Stephanie Finch;
Chorus: first - Elizabeth BogalAllbritten, Isabel Duarte-Gray,
Stephanie Finch, Brett Brown,
Lauren Hines, Meg Black, Mandy
Haugen; Video: first: Brett Brown,
Meg Black, Mandy Haugen, Isabel
Duarte-Gray, Elizabeth BogalFinch;
Stephanie
Allbritten,
Culture/History, Brett Brown, second place; Derivatives/Vocabulary:
Isabel Duarte-Gray, first place;
Stephanie Finch, third place;
Mandy
Grammar/Vocabulary:
Haugen, second place. Realia: Brett
Brown, first place. Translation and
BogalElizabeth
Reading:
Allbritten, first place; Lauren

Hines, second place. Literary
BogalElizabeth
Recitation:
Allbritten, first place; Stephanie
Finch, second place.
Students placing in Spanish were
as follows: Recitation: Elijah
Kingins, third place, Level I;
Mandy Haugen, first place, Level
II; Meg Black, first place, Level III;
Audrey Ferguson, third place, Level
IV; Katie Smith, second place,,
Level IV; John Trevathan, first
place, Level V; Native Speaker:
Isabel Duarte-Gray, first place;
Katerina Velez, second place.
Reading: Rachael Williams, second
place. Level II; Nathan McCoy,first
place, Level III; T.J. Robinson, first
Philip
Level
IV;
place,
Montgomery, second place, Level
IV; Katie Smith, first place, Level
V; Elizabeth Johnson, second place,
Level V; Kate Farrell, third place,
Level V. Grammar/Vocabulary Test:
Michael Miao, third place, Level I;
Chelsea Riggins, third place, Level
II; Emily Seay, third place, Level
III; Philip Montgomery, first place,
Level IV; Allison Cross, second
place, Level IV; Lauren Hines, first
place, Level V; Shannon Shelby,.
third place, Level V. Listening
Proficiency: Brent White, third
place, Level 1; Allison Kipphut,
third place, Level III. Dialogue:
Allison Cross and Elizabeth
Johnson, first place. Drama: Lauren
Hines, John Trevathan, T.J.
Robinson, Philip Montgomery,
Katie Smith, John Raj, first place;
Chorus: Christine Bailey, Stephanie
Finch, Heather Ferguson, Audrey
Ferguson, Caleb Roberts, Shannon
Shelby, Kate Farrell, Jennifer
Crawford, Brett Brown, Lauren
Peal, Mandy Haugen, Daniel
Runnels, Meg Black, Derek Nance,
Michael Miao, Ashley Fannin, Ben
Brown, Sam
Bullen, Brett
Trevathan, third place. Oral
Proficiency: Caleb Roberts, third
place, Level I; Elizabeth BogalAllbritten, second place, Level II;
Brett Brown, first place, Level III;
Jordan Kelleher, third place, Level

1

Time For
New Lenses?

(c)
•

Q
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RED BAIQU
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I

We carry a large selection of
fashion-forward frames
for prescription lenses
and sunglasses.

•

Your Primary Eyecare Provider
Dr. Kevin M. Adams, OR
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Come by and see our New Room.
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\
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Eyecare
Specialties
759-2500
308 S 12th St • Murray

Schedule before your game
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III; Allison Cross, first place, Level
IV; T.J. Robinson, second place,
Level IV; Lauren Hines, second
place, Level IV. Art: Elizabeth
Johnson, first place; Emily Scay.
second place. Period Costume:
Cassie Scarborough, first place.
Costume Traditional Costume:
Jacquie Matjea, first place. Realia.
Ellen Hayman, Kelli Vinson.
Maggie Tate, Denver Moss, Nathan
Crafton, Matt Pool, third place,
Chris Bradley, Seth Darnell, first
place. Individual Game: Aaron
Maddox, third place; Food. Main
Dish: Reigh Harris, first place.
Construction Model: D.J. Garland,
first place.
Students placing in French are as
follows: Recitation of a Literary
Passage: Callie Dowdy, first place.
Level I; Sarah Polivick, first place.
Level II; Abbye Kimmel, second
place, Level II; Samantha Stanley.
second place, Level III; Elizabeth
Leggett, first place, Level V. Oral
Proficiency: Alison Rashid. first
place, Level II; Mackenzie
Hoffman,second place, Level II; 1)1
Mandeel, first place, Level Ill.
Listening Proficiency: Paul Coe,
second place, Level III; Brian West,
Ill.
Level
place,
third
Grammar/Vocabulary Test: Alison
Rashid, second place, Level IL
Haley Hart, third place, Level 111;
Elizabeth Leggett, third place.
Level IV. Extemporaneous Prose
Reading: Sarah Polivick, first place,
Level H; Lauren Clemson, first
place, Level III; Di Mandeel, third
place, Level III; Chase Lambert.
first place, Level IV; Jennifer
Bothwell, second place, Level IV.
Drama: Stephanie Woods and
Abbye Kimmel, second. ArtOil/Acrylic: Shanna Gibson, first.
Art-Watercolor: Quentin Hall, first.
Food, Main Dish: Corey Purdue,
first place. Food-Dessert: Morgan
Williams and Whitney Bogard.
third place. individual Models:
Elilzabeth Leggett, first place.
Group Realia: Lauren Clemson and
Haley Hart, second place
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Mon. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
...Mon. 5 p.m
Wednesday
Wed. 11 a.m
Thursday
Wed. 5 p.m
Friday
Thur. 12 p.m.
Saturday

Monday

190
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200
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280
285
300
320
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370
380
390
410
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Farm Equipment
*wry Equipment
Equipment
ood
Frwi
Musical
Mobile Homo Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobil* Homes For Rent
Mobil. Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rant
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pats & Supplies
Livestock I Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
440
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
LMisi opert
Lots For Sal.
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Amor
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles I ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Fres Column
Tobacco & Supplies

1)1s-sl'l N1 .I).$5 Column Inch,6011 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
/Ail 3 itch Must Run Within 6 IA]y Period

82.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$275 extra for Shopper i Mon

lasad5eds r into Shoppingt.tude 8230 extra for blind hos ad.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit

any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

020
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In 1.(1,1,4, 1,J .National Volunteer Week, April 28
through May 2. the Angels Communits Clinic
would like to say thank you to all of the community volunteers who continue to make the mission of serving the working uninsured of
Calloway County a success.
We truly appreciate all of the physicians, nurse
practitioners, dentists, pharmacists, nurses.
office staff donors, church groups, students.
and others who donate their time. services.
resources, and compassion.

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Open Bid For Cutting and Baling of the
Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds
Weather permitting; areas must be cut and
haled by June 12, 2003.
In the event of inclement weather an alternate date will be decided upon between tht,
contractor and the MCCF contact person
Bids will be accepted through 5 p.m. on May
8, 2003. MCCF reserves the right to reject
any or all bids.
For bid information or to
view the property call
Tim Palmer at (270) 489-2371
020

020

Notice

Notice

FL• WER
POTTS'
Bedding Plants, Wave Petunias,
Geraniums, Hanging Baskets,
& Tomato Plants
Weekdays 2.6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m. - Sun. 1-4 p.m
1107 Potts Rd.
1 nub' off Hwy. 121 between Stella and Coldwater)

489-2756
Law Office of

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice ofLaw Including:
BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

PUBLIC FORUM
The Murray Independent School District
Local Planning Committee (LPC) will meet
Thursday. May 1, 2003, 5:00 p.m. at the
Carter Administration Building to discuss
amending its draft facility plan.
A public forum will be conducted at 7:00 p.m.

Notice
CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History
Great Graduation or
Mother's Day Gift
Call now to purchase
759-4938
DONATIONS is being accepted for the up keep of
Send
Bethel Cemetery
donations to Judith Lamb
543 Templehill Dr. Almo
KY 42020

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
050
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
BIDS will be taken to
Temple Hill Cemetery fo
the up keep until 05/03/03
Contact Bob Nanney 7534937. Bill Galloway 7532831. or Larry Roberts
753-9984
DAYS Inn is now accepting applications for Part
time
Housekeeping
Front Desk Apply in per
son between 11-3 pm
Hwy 641 South
DRIVERS
No loading lust driving
Earn up to 38c cpm No
Loading or Unloading, No
Forced NE or Canada
Guaranteed Home Policy,
2000 or newer Conventionals 1 yr OTR exp . 23
yrs old. Class A CDL
w/HazMat required 0/0'S
and small feights welcome $1500 Sign-on Bonus $500 w/1st dispatch
Limited Time Only PTL 1800-848-0405
EXPERIENCE small engine mechanic Benefits
available Bring resume to
McKeel Equipment 503
Walnut. Murray
GREEN Acres is currently
hiring for the following positions:
•Full-time RN/LPN 2p-10p
•Full-time RN/LPN 6p-6a
every wk end work 12 hrs
a day. get pd. for 16 hrs.
•Full-time CNA 2p-10p and
10p-6a
All interested individuals
apply in person

...QUICK START

... QUICK JOB SKILLS
it:4 CHANGE YOUR LIFE
( 444-9676
auto
CAM. 800-995-4438
Paducah Technical College
509 South 30th St., Paducah, KY 42001

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN

270

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Mobile Homes For Sale

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

100

270-437-4608

Business
Opportunity

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
AGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED
06/02/03 - 12/31/03
Wages: Minimum of $7.20 per hour. 75%
of hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. MI tools will be provided at no
cost. Free housing provided to those
area.
recruiting
local
beyond
paid
subsistence
and
n
Transportatio
Contact
met.
is
contract
of
when 50%
local State Employment Service Office

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking full
time Physical Therapists. The positions are for
outpatient services and acute care. New grads
are welcome to apply. We offer an excellent
benefit and salary package. Sign-on bonus
Interested candidates should send resume or
apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

BUSINESS Opportunity
Tom's Foods. Inc has a
business opportunity available in the Murray, Calloway Co Area Established
and
over-the-counter
tending accounts available Investment Required
For more information Call
-1983 Ext 8940

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
38R mobile home in cour,
try, New Concord are
$250. a month , $250 de
posit Call for more infor
mati n. 270-339-2083

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Want to Buy

Business Rentals
SHOP with Office, 3 bay o
Storage with Office 30x60
Natural Gas heat, free water, air compressor. large
parking area, sign available, 1/2 mile from city on
hwy 121 north. 753-2486
320
Apartments For Rent

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray
heaters, air
ELECTRIC
conditioners, used carpetand
ing,
refrigerators
stoves 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
days a week
WANTED Riding Mowers
that need work 436-2867
150
Articles
For Side

Equal Opportunity Employer

5'X8 White enclosed Cargo Trailer, like new
$1,500 00 Phone 7533948

LOOKING FOR RETAIL 8,

0.G. Landscaping
8 Nursery

WORK OPPORTUNITIES?
Are you currently working in retail sales or do
you have a desire to work in retail? If so, then
we invite you to come to a FREE workshop
and receive a certificate for 12 hours of retail
training that will be beneficial to you for
employment. This certificate will entitle you to
special preference with certain local businesses S.O.A.R Work-place program of West KY
Educational Cooperative will be offering the
class to all those in the community who are
interested in attending. For information and an
application call 270-762-3357. Evening or
Day classes available.

GROWING childcare looking for full-time teachers
Apply in person at 350 Utterback Road, Murray
(270)753-5050
LIFEGUARD applications
now being accepted at
Murray Calloway County
Parks Department 900
Payne Street Monday-Friday 8A M -4P M until May
15th, 2003 Phone 762(1325
LOOKING for EXPERIENCED Tree Trimmer Experienced only Call 753;3191
PATROL Sergeant: Fulltime, certified police position Benefits with KERS
hazardous duty retirement
Two years related college.
three years law enforcement or related experience
required Additional experience exchanged for college education Additional
details at www murraystate.edulindir/hr/jobrot.htm.
Salary $13.25 hourly Request application at (270)
762-2147 or apply at Human Resources. Murray
University, 404
State
Sparks Hall, Murray. KY
42071-3312 Women/minorities encouraged to apply EEO, M/F/D. AA employer.
QUALITY part-time housekeepers for weekend Resort cleaning Must be dependable and have car
Call 436-2345

Double Wides &
Single Wides

SEALED lords will be taken
for upkeep of Bethel Cemetery until May 4th 2003 at
2 00 p m
753-8704 Raymond Bynum 753-7077 Kent Wil753-0072 Dickie
son
Schroeder.

Experienced
Gutter Installer
Needed
In Murray Area
Apply in person

1604 State Route
121 North
090
Domestic & Childcare

Market Place
2938 St Rt 94E
Opening March 28th
Bring
this ad receive $3.00 oft
$15.00 or more purchase
Limited 1 coupon per
customer
*Bedding Plants
*Vegetable Plants
•Aquatic Plants
*Produce
Cell * 748-8970
FREE 2 room Satellite
system, installed free AT
50 channels only $24 99
per month. Price guaranteed until January 2005
Need 4 TV'S. we also
have a plan for you, Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite for more information at
759-0901
Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
755-1715
160
Homo Furnishings
DINING Room Set Nice
Table, Chairs & Glass
Front Hutch $700 00 &
Side board $50 00 4365572 (Nights) 753-0516
(Days)

A-1 House Cleaning Cal
Linda 759-9553
CHILDCARE needed for
KING size waterbed frame
non-smoking environment
with regular mattress, mirto watch 1 child preferably
ror headboard with matchin my home Part-time
ing 4 drawer chest TreadReferences required
4311
759-9953LOOKING for a person to
Mobile Homes For Sale
help with a person With inlured hip Moo, Tues •
12X60 House Trailer for
Thurs , & Fri 6pm - 10pm
sale $250 00 435099
751-2021 Aar 293-2701
PRIVATE Duty CNA, Have 556-5846
14
years experience 1984 Champion 14x60
Call
Please Call (270) 753- 55.000
OBO
2742.
(270)382-2642
WILL clean Offices. Res- 2 BR Mobile Home $1 000
taurants or Churches Low 080 Coleman RE
rates. Husband & Wife 759-4118.
Team. 437-3164.
90 18410 3br, 2 bath as
mem loin with $700
down 753-4022 or 7592318

Check us out on the Web!

?tr.

1 Bedroom apartment nea
MSU. No pets. 753-5980
1 Bedroom apartments, all
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU House 3 & 4
753-1252 or
bedroom
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR newly decorated,
some utilities paid, no
pets W/D available $230
monthly 767-9037
•1BR on Campbell St
*2br, 1 bath on Wiswell
Rd
•2br. 1 5 bath on
Cambridge Dr.
All very nice, large Apartments will all appliances
including washer & dryer
Call for available dates
759-5885

1

show'em what

you got!

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

WILL clean up after new
construction, remodeling,
before and after renters,
'Ioors. windows ect
Valerie 436-5914

VISA

1
"
"
A Classic Care
Waterfront Property?

Collectiblel?
1 he Classifieds are the easiest,
most effective way to advertise.
A one-week ad will have people

from all over the area showing
interest in what you've got to sell.
So don't be shy, tell everyone you
have what they want.
270-753-1916

The Murray Ledger & Times
(i ('-'-II if ills

320
Apartments For Reno
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

1L

VERY nice Duplex. 2BR.
2 bath. carport Available
July 1st 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln 759-5477
VERY roomy 2BR. 2Ba
with garage, appliances
furnished. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
Cali 7 -2905

380
Supplies

Pets &
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale
Great deals on birds toys
& cages May 3 (9am5pm) May 4 (11am- 4pm)
Executive Inn Paducah
KY 1-24 exit 4
(901)878-1307
JACK Russell puppies for
sale All males All shots
$125 Call (270)492-8575
or 270 492-8158
.7.90

Livestock & Supplies

1996 WW horse trailer 24
ft finished living quarter
with air, bath. 2 horse
straight load. $9.500
(270)437-4441
1 large bedroom. 2 bath. 6YR old Gelding, Excellent
stove, refrigerator, carport. trail horse. 435-4205
outside storage. fence for ALUMINUM Gooseneck
A •
Trailer Hart 3 Horse. Slant
great
Model
Deluxe
$$
shape $8.000 00 Call
(7 1 642-8843 after 4 30
2 Bedroom C/H/A, Washer & Dryer Hook-up, no
Real Estate
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
COMPLETE AUCTION
or 527-8174
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
3 BR, 1 BA house 505
Real Estate Broker
Pine $400 monthly Avail270-753-5086
able June 1
Roger Stubblefield
759-5073
Auctioneer
4 BR 1 BA house $495
270-527-2931
monthly. 301 N 5th
759-5073
4BR. 1 BA house 1622
Lots For Sale
Farmer $600 monthly.
Available August 1.
COMMERCIAL Lots to
759-5073
sale B-3 Zone 206 & 208
FOR rent 3br. 2 bath, 2 E Poplar One block east
car garage home Newly of 4th & Poplar Phone
per
$500
remodeled
on signs
month. $500 deposit No
LOTS for sale 3/4 acre
pets 759-1562
HAZEL 2br $300 a month
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
Deposit, lease. references
from MSU $195 plus
deposit. No pets. Referen- 492-8526
QUALITY Houses and
ces required. Daytime1 1/2 Story, 5 BR, Frame
753-3949. ABH- 759-3050. Apartments available for House
Gilbert & 3rd
lease Call BS Rentals at
2BR 1 bath
KY
Hazel.
Street.
435-4632
or
759-4696
753-4389 before 5pm
$18.000 489-2174, 489or 753-5960 after 5pm
2363
Storage Rentals
2BR NEAR MSU
402/404 S 6th Street
Coleman RE 759-4118
Great rental investment
STORAGErecently updated with (2)
2BR. 1 1/2 bath. $500 per CREEKVIEW
Center Drive
living quarters 753-8181
month No pets Cam- $20-$40 On
Behind Toms Grille
bridge II on Princeton Dr.
753-0589
759-4081
752-5268
5373 St Rt 121 S 3BR. 2
MURRAY Store and Lock Bath. older home w/recent
2BR Duplex C/H/A
presently has units availa- updates $67.000
Coleman RE 759-4118
753- 753-0589/753-8181
4br, Diuguid Drive Cole- ble 753-2905 or
7536
COUNTRY Setting room
man RE 759-4118
horses, C/H/A, 2 1"2br.
for
Bed2
nice
EXTREMELY
10 minutes South
room Townhouse & Du759-0997
plex Coleman RE 759Sale
by owner New
FOR
4118
price, $149.900 64 Caleb
ApartView
FORREST
All SIZE L NITS
Drive, Mayfield. 3-4 BedAN ILABLE
ments 1213 N 16th St
room 2 l'2 Baths plus bonow accepting applications
753-3853
nus, fenced yard detachfor 2br townhouses. basic
garage with unfinished
ed
rent $345/ month Call
room. 2.450 finished sq. ft.
MesLeave
753-1970
Pets & Supplies
Approx 5 years old (270)
sage Equal Housing Op727-0506 (270) 210-2182,
portunity
(270).251 0506
DOG Obedience
NICE 2br furnished apt
LAKE Property For Sale'
Master Trainer
C/H/A Close to MSU
Approx 1/8 mile to Lake'
436-2858
Coleman RE 759-4118
Nice Large 3 Bedroom. 2
Bath Doublewide with
C/H/A. Well Septic &
Appliances, including 2
Utility Buildings with electricity
2 additional Lots in42071
KY
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,
-Aided' Excellent neighborhood! Looking to sell.
inly asking $35.000 Call
53-1624 After 5 00 p m

Rented $S

Neon Beach
Mint-Storage

lallmi,ay Garden/Essex Downs

Apartments

270-753-8556
11)1) 1-H00-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours S a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

- -.i
'5..

hi .111

Call us we WM be glad
to help.

70-7

16

Y LEDGER &

MossFor

'wide

TIMES

kis

FOR SALE BY OWNER
2100 Carol Dri%e
isdietvnt to Gatesborough Subdi‘ision

TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 2003
530
Serroces Offered

1111Lm011wed
DOZER work & hauling
Pubitc or Contract
.ontact at 270-753-9503
Or 270752-0871

David's Cleaning
Services

Starting at S12.500

Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838
AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

)Aater Itamaged Floe,
Braces & Floor Johi
Remodeling &

We Specialize in Cleaning"

Also top soil and gravel

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Visa & %tester,ad A, cr.

731-247-5422

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

LOTS FOR SALE

David's Home
Improvement

3 BR. 2 full baths, kitchen/DR, family room.
utility room, 2 car garage, low utilities with
central gas heat/air, lots of storage space.
Located in the county with city utilities.
Excellent condition and ready to move into.
Call 270-753-6270.

1

630
Services Offered

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Honk.
•Bnck •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • hi L • HARDWOOD •CARPET
LLI
CC

REDUCED
CANTERBURY, 4BR, 25
Din,
bath, 2640sf, Liv
Den W/FP, Large fenced
backyard $149,000 1523
Beckett Dr. 759-2158
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
2001 Yamaha Raptor, lots
of extras. Must sell $4,200
OBO 251-3131 Leave
Message

520
Boats & Motors
•1989 Pontoon Trailer with
85 Mercury $5.000 00 or
make offer
•1991 Yamaha Jet Ski
$1000 or make offer
•14' Fiberglass Boat &
Trailer with 55 horse motor
$800.00 or make offer
Call 759-3033 Leave Message if no answer
FOR sale 2000 16 ft Sylvan boat with 50 hp Johnson motor Both never
used, still under warranty,
New $14,000.
loaded
Sale $9000.436-6076
POLARCRAFT aluminum
lohnboat 50hp Johnson.

2003 Zuma Scooter less
than 100 miles Call for detaiLs 293-0243
92 750 Vulcan V-twin. new
tires. 15,000 miles, pipes.
condition
excellent
$2 750 759-9365

$S Sold $$
Services Offered
hauling
affordable
A
cleaning out garages. at
tics, gutters, junk, tree
work 436-5141

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL•97 Dodge Grand Cara
103,000 ING cleaning out sheds.
5-door
van
gutters. Rink, tree work
miles
Tractor work, landscaping
•98 Ford Explorer XLT
plowing ect 436-2867_
4-door, 4 wheel drive.
A-1 Tree Service
85 000 miles 753-6319
Stump Removal
492-8737
Used Cars
437-3044
Free Estimates
01 Saturn L200, 40K 4
Asking
cylinder, auto
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
HM (270)694- Decks. Home Additions,
$8,600
4209 800-515-1160 ask Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
for Jody
Garages, Pole Barns, Met1990 Grand Prix LE, good al Buildings. Fencing
car $75000 759-9161
Quality Workmanship
after 600 519-3034
Licensed
1995 Ford Taurus Station
753-7860 753-1194
Wagon, all power equip
ALL CARPENTRY
Original owner, Michelin
Homes. add on's.
tires 76K miles, exc congarages.
dition inside & out $4,350
pole barns. decks,
17311 642-4627.
vinyl siding
1998 Acura TL 25, 76.000
Home & Mobile Home
miles. Immaculate condirepair
tion $13,000 (270) 753Water damage
5413
Larry Nimmo
2000 Lincoln LS, V-8, 59K.
753-9372
loaded new tires, must
753-0353
sell $14 000 994-0178
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
93 Taurus GI_ good condiROY HILL.
tion 759-9992
Septic system. gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Vans

•
FUTRELL'S Tree Servict•
•
rimming, removal, slum;
p!!ce.
7
4
over 37
londing, firewood 1,,
vct, 489-2839
Visit Our Showroom Today
0
HANDYMAN Carpentei
All types
•
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
(
ET &FLOOR CO
753-5848
Donald Simmons_
»or! ' 'P2 Mies South oOkril to Tom Taylor Rost Rip`ot ISM verde
HANDYMAN
5CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD • CARPET —4
masonPainting, concrete,
ry, carpentry No job too
small,.(731)247-3015
Rolohrtolt
HAULING
-t
Cleaning out garages,
AIR DUCT SYSTEM CLEANING
sheds, carport Mies,
Rid Your Ducts of
and storage
753-2555
•
Dust Mites Dirt Debris • Mold • Pollen
Luke Lamb
InspeLtion .-,yAerri allow- you •Ct.
1 he Rotovbion
HOUSE WASHING
trouble spots and verifies that the lob was done right
Experience and
Rotobrush can also improve the efficiency of. your
Professional Equipment
HVAC system.
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Randy Thornton Htg. ik Air
polieoftVeqe171 ki7tfivint Fiw VF Yenr•
Insured
802 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY • 753-8181
527-5974
HYDRO CLEAN
WALTERS
SUREWAY
Pressure Washing
CONTRACTING
TREE SERVICE
Exterior Cleaning
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Stump Removal
Vinyl Brick Decks,
Siding, Addition, and ReInsured with full line of
Driveways. roofs & More
modeling_ Quality Work
equipment
Free Estimates
Over 30 Years ExperiFree estimates
Stephen Alexander
ence Gerald Walters. 753753-5484
270-527-7595
2592
JB Lawn Care
WANTED
Mulching• Bush Trimming
T&D Lawn Service
Yards to Mow
Mowing* Etc...
Tree and Shrub Trimming
All Yards will be Pushed
Free Estimates
Other services available
Mowed
Call 753-4381 or 293-2892
Quality service at
If interested Call
affordable prices.
JOE'S Mower repair,
753-8101
Call for free estimate.
Pickup/delivery
Rabbits for sale
753-0462 or 395-9915.
436-2867
JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul almost anything, from Attics to Barns
& Yard Waste, odd jobs,
Discounts
Senior
(2701489-2583
LAWN Mowing
and trimming
753-5476
LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989

97 Venture Van, 72K,
$8500.753-2119
500
Used Trucks
1998 GMC Ext Cab 4x4
owner.
2nd
120.xxx
$12.500 Good truck
435-4205
1999 Dodge Cummings
2500 4x4 SLT Trim 5
speed, regular cab. 8 ft
110,xxx
miles
bed.
ct Ron 417-4441
2001 Z71 LS Ext Cab
loaded. 23,xxx miles, bed
cover, bed liner, tow package Immaculate $23.500
435-4693
87 Silverado. Full size,
white, 350 fuel injected .
new tires brakes. and
shocks, loaded with Silverado package. 137.xxx
miles Asking $2.850 4928054

•Carpets •Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
•Ouick Drying

753-5827
MILLER'S Lawn Service
Push or ride
mow lawns
759-5234
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MOORE'S
Mowing Service
Lawn service that push
mow small yards Weed
eating & shrub trimming
Low price Call 354-8496
PAT Kemp
General Contracting
20 Years Experience
Roofing, Remodeling
8, Additions
623-8900
PLUMBING Repair all
types, including Water
Heaters and Well Pumps.
Cell
Home
753-2855
139-4656
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645.

8

Campers
1990 Coleman Campe
cond
good
Pop-up
489$100000 OBO
2083
520
Boats & Motors
PONTOON Boat 1988
Sweetwater 24t1
48HP Evinrude Motor
$5,000 (270) 345-2110
24 tt Pontoon boat Good
pontoons new floor, new
carpet Johnson 40 horse
engine no trailer $1,200
436-5284

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
April 30, 2003:
What you want lands in your lap quite
suddenly and from out of the blue. Be
ready to seize the moment and run with
it. Bosses and those in charge could be
testy and difficult. Set goals this year
with the expectation of accomplishing
them. Your security needs to be of highest importance through August. Your
libido energies soar in September. Give
you a problem, and you'll find a solution.
If you are single, you're one hot number,
especially this year. Sort through your
choices. You could find someone quite
special. If you are attached, a relationship warms up this year because of your
willingness to drop your defenses. TAURUS is a soul mate.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

WE SERVICE

Dependable Lawn Care Service

in stock
#1 & #2 available in most colors
Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn t Carry A High Price

Tom (?,VANCE
Watson
Roofing
Specializing In Shingles.
Metal. Wood Shake and
Rubber Roofing
New, Tear Offs, Recovers
10 Years Experience
753-2775 • 731-694-1284
Call For Free Estimates

GENERAL
767-9036

CONTRACTING
994-0388

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roofing and Skylights
Quality References Available

WINDOWS Cleaned
Spring special 20% off
Limited bookings available
Call now
Sonlight Window
Cleaning
556-4072

Need to place a ad?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger 8 Times

270-753-1916

Horoscopes

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Expenses could easily get out
of control. Unexpected news flies your
BRANDON'S Outdoor
way that encourages you to handle a matServices.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
ter differently. Pressure comes from a
•Bush Hogging•Tilling.
fncnd who you might not be ready to
(270)436-5277
deal with. Time to dip into your creativiCARPORTS Starting at
ty. Tonight: Your treat.
$675 installed Roy Hill
Creative Designs TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
(270)436-2111
***** You're suddenly energized
& Trims
Cecil McLeod's
and ready to make a difference that
Developing A Custom
Lawn mower repair
counts. You might shake your head at
Look For You!
753-9814
what a boss does or thinks. Stay in touch
CLAY'S Mowing
Decks, Mantels. Cabinets. with your long-term needs. Evaluate
Mulching & More
& Much More.
what you expect from someone you put
Days 871-7340
Quality Work.
on a pedestal. How reasonable are you
Nights 762-0040
26 rear Craftsman
being? Tonight: Whatever floats your
CONCRETE
boat.
436-2805
270
Finishing Driveways.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Sidewalks Patios
** Take your time, and you will be less
T & W Roofing
Free Estimate
years experience
likely to make a big error. Think about
30
(270)435-4619
753-8369
long-term gains concerning your abiliCUSTOM Tractor Work
Call
will
load
we
soilTOP
ties Don't count on what you're hearing,
Tilling- Blade Work753-9274
Bushhogging
but more on what you know to be true
Free Estimates
Use your creativity and abilities. Don't
Gerald L Carroll Owner
hesitate to pull back. Tonight- Do your
Phone 270-492-6159
thing.
All Major Appliances
Cell 270-293-0163
and Most Major Brands CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
DOES your yard need
***** Groups rather than individumowing? Want someone
1s open doors. You might feel more in
On The Square•Murray tune with the many. Keep your objectives
with over 10 year experi(270)753-1713
ence? If so. call Matt Ginin mind. Do not sell out, but pursue a
gles 339-7706
steady course. Not everyone needs to
V
agree You know where you're heading.
11.31E,
Tonight: Where the gang is.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Total Lawn Care
**** Others listen and expect you to
take charge. Associates push hard for
*Mowing *New Lawn Establishment
what they want, especially regarding
*Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
money and division of labor. State your
*Fertilizing *Aerating 'Rolling
case, but don't be surprised by a touch of
flak. Experiment with new ideas.
*Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
Tonight. Get home as early as you can
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Free Estimates
* **** Others press hard, but they
might not deliver as you would like Your
Bob Wallace • Owner
could manifest itself in an odd
temper
(2 7 0)7 5 3 • 6 4 9 1
manner when dealing with an associate

Ward-Elkins

510

ree Service
270-753-2555
800-61 1-6854
=Luke I _limb=

CLASSIFIEDS....THE FIRST PLACE TO START!
WHETHER YOU NEED A JOB OR CAR YOU CAN FIND IT IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS SECTION.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

,
A Bigger Selection -- A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

qtAil nighIt

NEW PRICE! $136,000
CANTERBURY 4 Bedroom, 2 5 baths w/Living
Dining and Family Room
Screened in porch and
fenced yard 1521 London
Dr Call 767-9278 for appointment

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

8 WE DOI•

House & 5 acres on Airport Road. 3 bedroom.
2-1/2 bath, formal dining room, breakfast nook.
cathedral ceilings, large bonus room, oversized garage with storage area, Pella windows,
2x6 walls, paved drive, storage building on a
beautiful lot with mature trees $179,900
489-2883 leave message. or 559-3311.

Phone (2701767-0313
12701527-7176

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

If you feel the heat building, go off and
take a walk or indulge in a stress-buster.
Detach, and you'll gain answers.
Tonight: Return calls.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** A partner might be more dominant than you like. Take your time with
decision-making, and understand your
limits. Your nerves might be taking a
greater toll on you than you realize. It's
time for a break or vacation.
Demonstrate realism about your energy.
Tonight: A pal or loved one needs to
clear the air. Get ready!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Defer to others in the face of a
potential uproar involving a friend or
loved one. Right now you might not be
able to have the influence or control you
like Let others demonstrate their aeendas. They need to see the end results.
Tonight: Accept an invitation.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Get your job done. Someone
close might easily lose his or her temper.
Could there be a grain of truth to what he
or she is saying? Be honest with yourself.
Uproar surrounds a domestic matter or a
real estate investment. Until calm
returns, lay back. Tonight: Soak away
stress.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your imagination could lead
to a risk. Be involved, but also know
when to back out. Be as diplomatic as
possible, recognizing the impact your
words might have. Use your unique style
to express yourself. Your ingenuity
makes a difference. Tonight: Take a midweek break.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You lose your temper far too easily. Think before you take action or spew
out words Be sensitive to others. Don't
get locked into a position, leave a way
out. Your understanding does make a difference. Tonight: Order in. Make it easy.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your unpredictability leads you
down a new path. Investigate what someone thinks is a great idea. Don't automatically nix it. Enlisting others could make
or break the situation. Don't obsess about
a personal matter. Tonight: Out and
about.
BORN TODAY
Musician Jeff Timmons (1973), NBA
coach Isiah Thomas (1961), musician
Willie Nelson (1933)
S..

LIGHT THE WAY
TO A CURE!
!hint Jorge! to light a laminar-1,
in mentors or honor of a loved
one or friend.
$5.00 Minimum donation
per luminaria
RELAY FOR LIFE
I XMINARIA CEREMONY
Fri., May 2 at 9 p.m.

Classified
Advertising

GARAGE SALE

270-753-1916

April 29, 30 and May 1, 2 & 3
1706 Holiday Dr.
Oak tables. folding doors, rugs,
glider, curio, formals, nice clothes,
kitchen items, house decorations,
radio & tape players. books, material, flower arrangements, mirrors.
bears & dolls and more.

Fax: 270-753-1927
mit@murrayledgercom
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
We'd love to hear from you.

Murray
Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray. KY 42071

RESCHEDULER
DUE TO RAIN!
LIONS CLUB
GOLF
TOURNAMENT
Will be played this Fri., May 2,
at Murray Country Club
Noon Shotgun Start
Two Person Scramble Format
Call 753-9430 to Sign Up
$40 Per Person,
Includes Greens Fee & Cart Fee
Registration Begins at 11 a.m.
Prizes for 1st, 2nd, 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th
(or more) Places
Gift Certificates For All Places Prizes
and Hole Prizes

Fair Housing Workshop
fair Housing Laws protect individuals and
families who are seeking housing and home
loans from discrimination. Do you ever
wonder how and when the fair Housing Act
was passed? Do you know how if affects your
family, and your friends? Lease Agreement?
Zoning Laws? Renters Insurance?
fire Codes? Subsidized Housing?
Come join in a celebration and
understanding of the Fair Housing Act
during Fair Housing Month, April 2003

April 30
Murray State Ordway Hall Lobby
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

7:72fft

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Fibromyalgia does not affect health
but can be an enormous nuisance.
There is no cure.
DEAR DR. GOTT Please comment
on bee pollen as a vitamin supplement.
DEAR READER: In the past few
years, entrepreneurs and health-food
enthusiasts have aggressively
endorsed the use of bee pollen for
enhancing athletic performance,
improving sexual ability, preventing
infection and cancer, prolonging life
and promoting weight loss or gain. No
reputable scientific studies have confirmed these outrageous claims.
Bee pollen is 55 percent carbohydrate, 1 percent to 20 percent fat. 6
percent to 30 percent protein, with
some vitamins and minerals. It has no
known health benefits
In fact, it can be exceedingly dangerous for people who are allergic to
pollen and who may respond to bee
pollen with rash, asthma, shock and
death. For example, an estimated 6
percent of Americans are allergic to
ragweed pollen. For such individuals.
the ingestion of bee pollen could be
catastrophic.
Present scientific evidence has
failed to show that bee pollen supplements are anything more than another get-rich scheme foisted on the public by unscrupulous promoters.

DEAR ABBY. The letter from
"Tina in Tennessee" brought back
memories from my past Tina was
upset because her husband's son
had come to live with them, and his
messy bedroom made her angry
She excused herself by saying she
was a "perfectionist," waving it like
a banner, as though it made her
behavior OK.
I, too, was a perfectionist I made
my four children's lives miserable
with my constant nagging and
threatening. My crisis came one winter when, in the midst of a snowstorm, I made all of them stand on
our windy back porch, strip naked
from their wet,(said clothes, and wait
until my floor had dried because I
had just washed and polished it It
hit me like a ton of bricks!
For years, I had made my entire
family miserable with my constant
cleaning I had been known to wake
up in the middle of the night and
clean or go outside and do yard work.
I always said the dean house was for
"them." The truth was, I didn't like
myself. I cleaned house to prove to
the world that I was all right.
What really needed cleaning was
my spirit, not the house. This may
be too long to print, but I wanted to
share this milestone in my life —
the start of my recovery.
NO LONGER"MOMMY DEAREST"
IN CATHEDRAL CITY,CALIF.
DEAR NO LONGER: You
were perceptive to realize that
you had turned the "virtue" of
cleanliness into obsession and
compulsion, to the point that it
had become abusive to your
family. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I. too, am the stepparent of a sloppy child. It used to
drive me to distraction, until I realized the only person I could change
was myself, and my harping and
complaining only made me the pariah in the household. Now I close the
door to his room and ignore it.
When he's grown up and gone, I can
change the carpet, paint the walls
and "live happily ever after."
MARK IN GARLAND,TEXAS

Copyright 2003. Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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glad 1 spent so much time vacuuming." I will always wish for more
time spent with my family and
friends, enjoying the things I love.
I would hate for that woman to
find herself looking back on her life,
regretting a miserable relationship
with the boy and his father over
dirty clothes and candy wrappers
She needs to reach a compromise.
NOT SO NEAT IN N.Y.C.

miff!
•
RELAY
FOR LIFE

DEAR MARK: A wise parent
(or stepparent) carefully chooses
his (or her) battles, because you
can't win 'em all.

RELAY FOR LIFE
LUMINARIA CEREMONY

DEAR ABBY: My philosophy on
neatness is that I'll never look back
on my life and think, "Thank goodness I did the dishes every day. I'm

Fri., May 2 at 9 p.m.
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I WAS ARROGANT AND EGOTISTICAL
INSENSITIVE AND ALOOF
I DIDN'T DESERVE you I
WhN DID LIOU PtAT tIP liV(TH ME?

WHY ?? WHY 7?

THERE ARE
50 MANY
THINGS I
WANT TO
SAY TO `1014
NOW !

rig
LIFE 5
LOVEL'i
SYMMETRY .
WHEN
ONE PERSON

DEAR NOT SO NEAT: Your
housekeeping may not win any
awards, but you have your
priorities in order.
DEAR ABBY: "Tina in Tennessee" should count her blessings
She has a wonderful stepson who is
being bounced around like a pingpong ball through no fault of his
own. His father should rejoice in the
opportunity to have a relationship
with his son. This is also Tina's
chance to have a relationship with
the young man. Tell her not to ruin
it because of a messy bedroom. Shut
the door!
A MOTHER IN MINNEAPOLIS
DEAR MOTHER: Good point.
There is so little the boy can control — his bedroom is "his
space," and it should not be
turned into a battleground. He
should be praised for his strong
points and given a little leeway.
To quote a reader from Littleton,
Colo., "Teens are 'neat' people,
and it has nothing to do with the
state of their bedrooms."
Dear Abby is written by Abigail

Van Buren, also known las Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
I,os Angeles, CA 90069,

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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36 Drooped
38 Barnyard
female
39 Diamond —
40 Concerning
41 Firefly holders
42 Coup d'44 Speculate
46 Loam
48 Reuben
purveyors
51 Short snooze
52 Norwegian port
54 Travel
55 Billboards
56 Fly or ant
57 Usher's target

1 Try out
5 Swab brand
(hyph.)
9 Flying saucer
12 Logical
13 Muscle
quivers
14 Educ. group
15 Tiny shrimp
17 Choice word
19 Dots
21 Is not well
22 Crumbles
24 The gentleman
25 Beat walker
26 Overwhelm
27 Most
September kids
29 Polynesian
plant
31 Yacht pronoun
32 Auto racer
— Unser
33 Union Pacific,
e.g.
34 Spy org
35 Nebr. neighbor

HAVE YOU

EVER SPENT
ANY TIME
WITH
YOURSELF "P
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1 Disapproving
cluck
2 Listeners need
3 Brandy glass
4 Informs
5 32 oz
6 Fool with
7 Treats a sprain
8 Ai pump meas

9
10
11
16
18
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Not cool
Have a hunch
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20 Wind — factor
22 Grandstand
yells
23 Felt grateful
25 Twine
27 Colorado ski
resort
28 In leaf
29 Row
30 McKellen and
Holm
34 Checkpoint —
36 Mental faculties
37 Sings lustily
39 Reindeer
herders
41 Catcalls
42 Still-active
volcano
43 Warty cntter
44 Discerning
45 Tooth puller's
deg.
47 Caveman
from Moo
49 Boise's st.
50 Harden, as
cement
53 Bible div

57
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United Way

Be a Hometown Hero.
Give to the United Way

1.0.44, a

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. April 29. the
119th day of 2003. There are 246
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 29, 1945, during World
War II, American soldiers liberated
the Dachau concentration camp:
that same day. Adolf Hitler married
Eva Braun and designated Admiral
Karl Doenitz his successor.
In 1862, New Orleans fell to Union forces during the Civil War.
In 1974. President Nixon announced he was releasing edited
transcripts of some secretly made
White House tape recordings related to Watergate.
In 1983. Harold Washington was
sworn in as the first black mayor of
Chicago.
In 1996. former CIA Director
William Colby was presumed
drowned by authorities in Maryland
after an apparent boating accident;
his body was later recovered.
In 1997, a worldwide treaty to
ban chemical weapons went into effect.
Five years ago: The United
States, Canada, and Mexico agreed
to eliminate tariffs on items accounting for SI billion in trade at a
meeting in Paris on the North
American Free Trade Agreement.
Israelis began marking the 50th anniversary of the founding of their
country (although, according to the
Gregorian calendar, the anniversary
fell on May 14th).
One year ago: A year after the
loss of a seat it had held for over 50
years, the United States won election to the U.N. Human Rights
Commission.
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and West's ten appeared, he decided
to give himself an. extra chance by
crossing to dummy with a spade in
order to lead a second round of
trumps toward his hand. He frilly
intended to play the king if East followed lovv, but he thought he might
tempt East into an indiscretion if the
trumps were actually divided 4-1.
Sure enough, when East saw
South taking pains to lead the second
round of trumps from dummy, he
became sorely afraid that declarer
would finesse the eight. Accordingly,
East put up the nine in an effort to
assure himself of an eventual trump
trick ---- a slip for which declarer proceeded to make him pay dearly.
After West showed out on the
king. South entered dummy with a
spade, ruffed a spade, led a club to
the king and ruffed another spade.
These two ruffs reduced South's
trump holding to the Q-8, while East
had the J-5.
Declarer then returned to
dummy with a club and led his spade
winners. Whether East ruffed or not,
South was sure to finish with 12
tricks.
East should not have gotten himself into this pickle, but he did. All of
which goes to show that if you give
an opponent even the tiniest bit of
rope, he might still find a way to
hang himself.

CROSSWORDS

WANTS TO

meeting of the Kirksey School Unit
of Parent-Teacher Association. New
PTA officers are Mrs Billy Bazzell,
Mrs Charles Coleman. Mrs. Earl
Lamb and Mrs. Johnny Ingram.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Don Chapman and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parker,
April 21
40 years ago
Screened sere 862 persons at the
two glaucoma clinics held at Robertson Elementary School, Murray.
The clinics were sponsored by Murray Lions Club in cooperation with
Calloway County Health Department and Kentucky Society for Prevention of Blindness. Three doctors
were present at the clinics.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital were a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Lang. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Foy, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert D. Green and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salcomb.
50 years ago
One Murray drug store will remain open on Sunday, according to
the local drug store owners. The
move is being made for the convenience of the public. Local drug
stores are Holland Dug. Scott Drug,
Wallis Drug. and Dale & Stubblefield.
Mrs. J.C. Brewer, Mrs. Brown
Tucker, Mrs. V.C. Allbritten. Mrs.
Groover Parker. Mrs. William E.
Dodson, Mrs. John Shroat. Mrs. Joe
Allbritten, Mrs. Ralph White and
Mrs. A.B. Dunn are new officers of
the Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
l
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An Unfortunate Indiscretion
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+ A K Q 8 52
o3
•K 5 4
4A K
EAST
WEST
+ J 10 4 3
+7
If 10
111 9 5 4
•10 8 2
•A 9 7 3
+J2
4,Q 10 7 6 5 4 3
SOUTH
+96
IP A K Q 8 7 2
•Q .1 6
•98
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
2 IP
Pass
Pass
1*
6 it
Pass
Pass
3+
6 IP
Opening lead — ace of diamonds.
There are all kinds of subtle
touches a declarer can employ to try
to attain his goal. Take this case
where West led the ace and another
diamond against six hearts, South
winning the second diamond with
the queen.
South's only problem was to
avoid a trump loser. If the missing
hearts were divided 3-2, he would be
home free by simply cashing the AK-Q of the suit.
But when declarer cashed the ace

ray-Calloway County Hospital, presented a program on "Drugs" at a

•

Tomorrow: A stitch in time saves nine.

AtAKE UP FOR
LOST TIME,
50 DOES
'THE OTHER
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10 years ago
Gene Garfield. chairman of the
department of political science,
criminal justice and legal studies at
Murray State University, was
awarded the Distinguished Professor award at the MSU Alumni and
Friends luncheon.
Efforts to rescue the red wolf
species from extinction got a boost
April 28 at Land Between the Lakes
when a litter of four pups was born
to a female red wolf at the Woodlands Nature Center.
Eugene Reed. Catherine Cushinberry. Denise Bumphis and Loyd
Arnold are new officers of the Murray Chapter of NAACP.
20 years ago
Dan Shipley of Murray, George
E. Long II of Benton. and Rex
Thompson ofPaducah are new officers of the Murray State University
Alumni Association.
Calloway County High School
and Murray High School took second and fourth place honors respectively at the Kentucky High School
Speech League Tournament held at
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Eighty schools participated in the
tournament.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Loveridge,
April 16. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Watson, April 21.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray's first motorized fire truck with
the courthouse in the background in
1920. The Murray Fire Department
is celebrating its 60th anniversary
this year. It was organized in 1913.
Willard Ails, pharmacist at Mur-

> mEolci

By Peter H. Gott, M.D
DEAR DR GOTT I drink decaffeinated coffee because I've read that
it decreases the risk of heart disease
Recently, 1 came across an article
claiming that it actually increases the
risk of cardiovascular disorders Can
you enlighten me9
DEAR READER. I'm just as confused as you are by conflicting claims
concerning coffee One week, regular
coffee is bad and decaffeinated brew
is OK; next week, the situation reverses
I've tried to adopt prudent moderation in my advice to patients a couple
of cups per day of either type won't
hurt. If you drink more coffee than
this, you may - or may not - risk
some major, or minor, health problems. All kidding aside, I hope future
studies will clarify the relation - if
one exists -- between regular/decaffeinated coffee and health issues.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is
fibromyalgia? Can it be treated and
cured?
DEAR READER: Fibromyalgia is
characterized by chronic pain, stiffness and tenderness of certain muscles, especially of the neck, shoulders,
back and thighs. The cause is
unknown, but the condition is often
associated with stress, tension and
Lyme disease in otherwise healthy
young adults, particularly women. The
disorder is marked by "trigger points"
- areas of muscle that are exquisitely
sensitive to gentle pressure.
The diagnosis is made by exclusion
of other diseases, such as rheumatoid
arthritis or polymyositis (muscle
inflammation from self-allergy.) There
are no definitive tests for fibromyalgia. Symptoms often fluctuate, in conjunction with stress levels, and can be
relieved by stretching exercises,
application of heat, gentle massage,
ibuprofen and anti-depressant drugs.

LOOKING BASEMEN

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
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Candidates endorse choice for those qualifying for paid care
FRANKFOR1, Ky (AP) —
Four candidates for governor
Monday night strongly endorsed
an idea pushed by some influential
human service groups, including
AARP: allowing those who qualify
for care paid by Medicaid to
decide whether to receive it at
home or in an institution.
AARP calls it person-centered
funding. "It is so American to give
people the right to make decisions
about their lives," Republican
Steve Nunn said at a public forum.
Democrat Bruce Lunsford
called it "the kind of creative
thought" the next governor will
have to engage in because of tight
money. Ben Chandler said it was
"right ... for the majority of our citizens." Jody Richards said he
would "strongly support" such an
initiative if elected.
All four said that, if elected, a
priority of their first budget would
be an experiment with person-centered funding, either under a waiver from Medicaid or in a statefunded pilot program for up to 300
people.
A fifth candidate, Otis Hensley
of Wallins, was more general. "I
don't believe in running over old
people," he .said.
The forum was a joint production of AARP, formerly the
American Association of Retired
Persons; the Centers for Accessible
Kentucky
the
Living; and
Disabilities Coalition.
of
state
financial
The
was
Kentucky's Medicaid program
a recurring theme. The budget
recently enacted by the General
Assembly assumes a $169 million
Medicaid shortfall in the fiscal
year that begins July I, even after

Judge
dismisses
budget suit
as moot
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
lawsuit over Gov. Paul Patton's
spending of
state money
an
without
enacted budget was dism i ss ed
Monday.
Franklin
County
Circuit Judge
Patton
L.
William
Graham said
the
dispute
was
moot
the
because
General
Assembly this
year passed a
state budget —
something it
Miller
failed to do in
2002.
State Treasurer Jonathan
Miller, who like Patton is a
Democrat, last year filed a
"friendly suit" aimed at getting a
court ruling that Patton's action
was
constitutional.
Senate
President David Williams, a
Republican, intervened
and
sought an injunction against
Patton.

state control of how to spend it.
The federal government now contributes about 70 cents of every
Medicaid dollar. Spending is driven in part by numbers of people
eligible.
They also endorsed the concept
of "Medicaid buy-in," allowing
people with disabilities to obtain
through
insurance
health
to
premium
a
Medicaid, paying
30
state's
the
of
part
least
cover at
state
The
match.
percent

$250 million in program cuts.
All said they wanted to do better, though none said precisely
how. "The governor gets first crack
at the budget," said Richards, who
is speaker of the House. "1 would
reorder the priorities or the budget
so that Medicaid would get its fair
share."
All said they would oppose
President Bush's idea of giving
states a "capped allotment" of
Medicaid money, albeit with more

Department for Medicaid Services
opposed the idea in the recent
General Assembly.
Lunsford was cautious. He said
the state should see what other
states have done about Medicaid
buy-in. "Why not learn from other
people's mistakes'?" he said.
Three Republican candidates —
Ernie Fletcher, Rebecca Jackson
and Virgil Moore — did not attend
the forum.
Kentucky AARP President Bill

it's all about you
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GIRLS
FASH1014
DENIM
SHORTS
REG. 19.99-42.00
NOW 9.99-21.0

ALL KIDS
SHORT SETS
RIG 15 99
& 19 Q9
NOW 7.99
& 9.99

•114(0
•ZANA-DI
•UNIONBAY
•MUDD
•L.E.I.

a

50%
OFF
ENTIRE STOCK
HANDBAGS

99
ENTIRE STOCK
WOMEN'S CALICO SPORT
ESPADRILLES
REG 7499

SAVE 60'
NOW 6.49

*Exclaim Gov's*
t Ni..Infont todier
apporslis mod stores.

NCE

-444111, A
4
••44,

40616.

5Off

On all .00 ending clearance merchandise for a

70%-85%

HOME OFFICE: OMAHA,NEBRASKA

SAVE 5V-57%

SAk ell SRI**

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuities are
competitive aftematives to other savings
plans The Ihrtial quaranteed rate' is

st

DISCONTINUED STYLES

REG. 29.99-34.99

12
ERIKA
CAMP SHIRTS
CAPRIS
REG. 24.99-29.99

%dodo Anion.

How ABOUT AN ANNUITY?

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

MISSES' LEE"
SIDE ELASTIC
TWILL PANTS

PLUS SIZE
MOUNTAIN
LAKE' SHORTS
NOW 9.99

RING?

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741

1499

299
MISSES' SAG
HARBOR ROLL
SLEEVE
JACKETS
REG. 36.00

SAVE 64'

SAVE 59%

CO

7hts rate 6 aiaranteec to,The first mar arc than
ar wry month/ y car be eCkEe r /Or )16 mar
Guaranteed no lower har 3%

Though they ate liii opponents
in the primary, Lunsford used
Fletcher to draw attention to the
fact that he is financing his own
campaign. "One candidate tonight
could not even bother to be here
because they were filling their own
coffers," Lunsford said.
There were no such shots at
Jackson, who had agreed to participate but canceled for the funeral
of her mother-in-law, or at Moore,
whose absence was unexplained.

GOODY

DOCI<E RS

4.00%

Harned said Fletcher, the 6th
District congressman, declined an
invitation. An aide said Fletcher
in
campaigning
was
Shepherdsville and Shelbyville at
events long scheduled. As a result,
Fletcher took some shots in absentia.
Nunn told the audience he was
"real disappointed when ... candidates don't show up because
they're having their own fund-raiser. You deserve better than that."

off original
\total savings of
prices. New markdowns just taken. brcludes &rum

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30 use your Goody's Credit Cord for EXTRA SAVINGS
SAVE AN EXTRA
GOODYS

15% OFF

ALL REG. AND SALE PRICES WHEN YOU USE YOUR GOODY'S
CREDIT CARD OR OPEN AND USE YOUR NEW ACCOUNT*
,ubteri (redrt approval Ste sioie crsseoate for details Requires a valid photo ID and mop bank card Excludes clew 4,11-T-NP
Goody c Giftrard Pun:haus, YE S• vokie items. fine privelry, frairrces arsd tuxedo rentals One moon per customer I/cry riot se
cdhlenr
used with any other couporrs or tirscount offers Maid friday, Apri 4,2003 only Offer good April 30, 2003

